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It is easy to observe errors in spell:ing, but dif'ficult to 
understand why they exist. The problem o:f this thesis is an investi-
gation of' spelling difficulties in the elementary grades. More 
speo~fice.lly ~he problem is e. study of spelling errors in relation 
to a pupil's spelling achievement; to record and classif'y the errors 
made end their frequency in grades two to eight inclusive ; also the 
variation in the percentate of spellmg errors of each word in each 
test in any given grade as a means of grade placement for words in 
spell mg. 
Probably in few other elementary school subjects has there 
been as much experimental work done as in the field of spelling. 
Nevertheless, there is still need for further careful analysis and 
study of the problem of spelling in order that better results may be 
obtained. 
The method used in this mvestigation essentially was ad-
ministering a number of spelling tests whioh were made up from a list 
of 3500 words. The word list was selected from Coleman's list1 of 
1. v.m. Henl"'IJ Coleman, A Critique of Spelling Investigat ion, Greeley, 
Colorado, The Colorado State Teachers College. 1931. 
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3017 words and certain additiooal words from the Gates 3876 list1, 
making a total of 3500. The 6oleme.n end Gates list are both recent 
compilations, end highly in agreement; however, the Gates is more 
inclusive. In sampling the A's, e.11 of the Coleman words are found 
in the Gates list. 
In addition to the Coleman list, the writer subjectively 
selected words to mke a list of 3500, which number was arbitrarily 
set. The number of words for each grade was distributed in the follow-
ing groups for convenience of administration, but also in considera-
tion of the number of words a pupil can learn. 
Grade two •••••• 200 
Grade three • • • • • 380 
Grade four ••••• 520 
Grade five ••••• 600 
Grade six • • • • • • 600 
Grade seven • • 600 
Grade eight ••••• 600 
Total 3500 
The words selected for each grade were determined by subjective 
comparison of Breed's Grade Placement of the Coleman list with Gates 
average grade placement and the grade level of comprehension. 
The words in each grade list were arranged alphabetically and 
then divided into ten tests by a procedure of selecti ng each tenth 
ward for a form test. For example, the first, eleventh, twenty-first, 
etc. words ma.de up test Form A; the second, twelfth, twenty-second, etc. 
1. Arthur I. Gates, Spell:ing Difficulties in 3876 words. New York, 
Bureau of Publications, Columbia Teachers College, 1937. 166 p. 
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words became Form B; the third, thirteenth, twenty-third, etc. words 
became Form C; etc. until ell words of each grade ?rere used in test to 
make ten forms of a relatively equal fair sampling test for each grade. 
These tests were printed as Form A, B, c, D, 1 E, F, G, H, I, and J for 
each grade. 
k.i invitation to cooperate in a spelling study was sent to 
various schools with an enclosed reply card asking for their par-
ticipation. Ten thousand special spelling forms 2 were printed for 
use in administering the test. The test form was selected, and the 
proper number of spelling blanks along with complete directi ons3 
for e.dminister:ing the test were sent to each school participating. 
Twenty-five schools responded, with approximately five thousand pupils 
making an aggregate total of two hundred fifty thousand spellings. 
The first step in this investigation was to formulate the 
tests, then to select the schools in ich the tests were to be ad-
ministered. A very generous response to participate in the study 
made more schools available than could be used. Nevertheless, sincere 
1. Appendix, Exhibit V. 
2. Appendix, Exhibit IV. 
S. Appendix, Exhibit III. 
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appreciation is extended to these schools. The schools selected were 
as .follows: 


























The next step was to send the testing materials consisting of 
the spelling tests with directions for administering and the spelling 
blanks to the administrators of each school to be distributed to the 
teachers of the several grades. The directi cns 1 were as follovrs: 
1. Distribute spelling blanks and have pupils carefully 
fill in heading COMPLETE. 
2. Teacher pronounces each word once, then if teacher 
feels that there is any question of meanmg or enunciation 
she may use word in a sentence, then pronounce word again 
as final. (Avoid pupils questions end pronounce words as 
rapidly as all pupils Call write.) 
3. Collect papers, UNLESS pupils aid in checking papers 
in such grades where ability penn.its,. then exchange papers 
clockwise end teacher spells each word for correction. Now 
collect papers UNLESS there is a recheck-papers are returned 
to owner,. pencils on desk, and teacher respells -words to 
1 • .Appendix, Exhibit III. 
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discover any errors. If errors are found pupil raises his 
hand and teacher checks the error. 
4. Teacher records scores for the school record, then 
ties all tests in a package labeled with name of school and 
grade. Please return the tests to the principal. Thank you. 
After the tests were given the data was returned and rechecked. 
The spellmg tests of each grade and each fonn were arranged according 
to the scores of the test and divided into quartiles with the highest 
scores in the upper quartile. Then the errors were transferred to a 
tabulation sheet.1 
kn examination of this sheet will show the fol lowing classifi-
cation2 of errors: omissiais, insertions, inversions, substit utions, 
phonetics, end miscellaneous. In addition to the general classification 
there are subheads; however, no mention is mde in the final results 
of the tabulations under the sub- head due to the complications in com-
3 piling the data on the Sumnary .Analysis Sheet • Nevertheless, sub-
jective observation of this information aided the writer in drawing 
generalizations. 
The errors were tabulated under these heads by an elimination 
proc~ss which began with the first head, omissions. If the v,ord was 
misspelled because of omissions, it fell into that category; if there 
1. Appendix, Exhibit VI. 
2. This classification was n:ade e..fter considering those used by 
Mec.denhall and Masters referred to elsewhere in this thesis. 
3. Page 26. 
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were no omissions but there were :insertions, it fell into that group 
and was eliminated, and so on with the substitution and phonetics 
headings. If the word fell into none of these groups, it was then 
placed under the miscellaneous group. Some of the difficulties in 
making the analysis came in trying to disoover whether many of the 
words fell into the substitution or phonetic groups as due to the 
overlapping o£ these heads. Not only were the errors tabulated and 
recorded under each head, but also the errors were tabulated accord-
ing to the quartile in which the error was found. Finally on the 
tabulation sheet, the percentage of correct spell:ing for each word was 
determined by dividing the number of pupils who took the test of that 
particular test form into the number who misspelled the word. 
The last step was to transfer the findings from the tfbula-
ted sheet to the Summary .Analysis Sheet. This information of the 
Sumnary Analysis Sheet shows the results o£ this investigation. 
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CH APTER- I I 
PREVIOUS STUDIES IN TEE FIEID OF SPELLING 
We have witnessed in the last three decades a large amount of 
research work in the field of spelling. This has followed principally 
three general lines; namely, (1) subject matter, the spell:ing vocabu-
lary, (2) methods of instruction, (3) objective measurement - in spelling. 
Spelling is placed in the curriculum because of it s value in 
written conum.mication. However, the content and method as well as the 
emphasis on spelling have changed with the evolution of the educational 
progress. Spelling is valuable both in school and in later life when 
ideas are transmitted through writing. There is a social necessity for 
correct spelling, end little toleration for mistakes. The old tradi-
tional school devoted much time to orthology for disciplinary values. 
It was thought useful for mental develepment; however, this belief is 
abandoned today and spellmg is taught for its immediate usefulness 
and practical application to meet the needs of busmess and social life. 
The content is limited and cannot in.elude totally both child 
and adult needs. However, from scientific studies definite criteria 
and standards have aided in determining basic materials--rnaterials 
that place relative emphasis upon immediate child needs end also de-
ferred needs. Many investigators have come to the conclusion that there 
10 
is a minimum list of common words whioh pupils as well as adults 
should be able to spell correctly. It is very evident that when one 
goes beyond 3,500 words in a minimum list cme encounters the law of 
diminishing returns. The additional words are not worth the oost, 
and greater e.f'fioienoy oan be secured in mastery of the minimum basic 
list and the individual needs as they oocur. 
Interest in the second phase of spel 1mg; namely, method, makes 
it appeal to psychologists and teachers. The imnediate aim in spelling 
is to provide a knowledge of the words most commonly used in writing, 
that is, the formation of the correct form of the word in letter arrange-
ment and proper selection to convey the intended idea. To this end most 
investigators accept the following objectives: 
(1) To lead the child to realize the need for identifying 
clearly the words he is learning. 
(2) To develop the technique that is best adaptable to the 
individuals for studying spelling. 
(3) To develop a mental set for spelling-termed spelling 
consciousness. 
(4) To develop a seplling attitude of pride-termed spelling 
conscience. 
(5) To strive for automatic spelling--to spell by habit the 
accepted sequence of letters. 
(6) To promote the growth of' an increased spelling vocabulary. 
11 
The third aspect. namely. the "Objective measurement in spell-
ing" has developed a large number of scales and tests. These · ob-
jective measures are utilized to determine individual spelling status 
7. 
and achievement. to compare one class with another. and one sohool with 
another. It is of historical mterest to know that one of the first 
standardized tests to be developed was in spelling. It is not the 
purpose of the writer to discuss at length objective measurement in 
spelling in this study. 
The pioneer efforts of Dr. J.M. Rice1 in 1895 mark the be-
ginning of the development of research in the spelling field. The 
results of his first tests were unsatisfactory., due in part to the 
method of presentation. Later they were given under hi s own personal 
direction. Hovrever, he failed to state clearly how the words for his 
tests were selected, but evidently he realized the need of a better 
method of selecting words as he states: . 
"Precedence should be given to common words while 
technical and unusual words should be taught incidentially. "2 
Since the words were not selected accord:ing to grade place-
ment or needs, the words varied greatly in difficulty, Dr. Rice's work 
is subject to criticism. Nevertheless, we must realize that these 
studies form the foundation for the future studies. 
1. J.M. Rice, Futility of the Spelling Grind. (In Forum 23:163-72,1897) 
(Later published in Scientific Management in Education,New York,1913) 
2. J.M. Rice, Scientific Management in Education., 94,quoted in Ernest 
J. Ashbaugh, The Iowa Spelling Scales. (In Journal of ~ducational 
Research, Monographs, No. 3 Ll92:n 144 p.) 
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In order to give a further view of the development of research., 
it is necessary to consider the several types of :investigations., rather 
than to present them as a whole in chronological order. In classifying 
the studies it is first necessary to clearly understand what is meant 
by the spelling vocabulary. The words we use as the occasion demands 
in the gett:ing of thought :in hearing., in reading., e.nd the expression 
of thought in speaking alXl writing fall in four distinct groups: ( l) a 
hearing vocabulary, (2) a reading vocabulary., (3) a speaking vocabu-
lary, and (4) a writing vocabulary. It is evident that these four 
:vocabularies overlap and in many cases the same word may oo our in al l 
four groups. Most peo ple., however, are able to recognize me.ny words 
which they hear or 'Which they read, but which they do not normally use 
in writing or s~aking. 
In short, there are a few choice words with which we are so 
familiar that we use them with confidence to carry on our thought with 
others. The writing vocabulary naturally lags behind the others in 
its development and always remains the smallest of the four vocabularies. 
Since the specific purpose of spelling is the learning of the 
words or the writing vocabulary, the spelling list should contain words 
for the writing vocabulary only. The investigations on the selection 
of the spelling vocabulary which we wish to review· fall into four groups: 
Group I: Principal mvestigations of words used by adults 
in writing. 
Group II: Pr:mcipal :investigations of -words used by children 
in writing. 
Group III. Compilation of writing vocabularies. 
Group IV. Investigation of Spelling Errors. 
An exa.m.ination oi' Table 1. will reveal that many studies 
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have been made on the words used by adults. The nature of the studies 
as well as the source of materials vary vridely from which the words 
were taken. Chancellor's investigation1 in 1910 was one of this class 
which was for the purpose of finding the thousand words which are most 
important in teaching spelling. The number of different words or the 
frequency of each word has caused the results of his work to be unim-
portant., except like Dr. Rice's study it helped to pave the way to 
further :investigations. 
The Ayres investigation2 in 1913 approached a more scientific 
method to determine whether or not there exists a f'airly definite list 
of words so frequently used in ordinary writing that a basic list could 
be determined e.s the spelling vocabulary to be taught in the elementary 
schools. Dr. Ayres tabulated 23., 629 runn:ing words of personal and 
business letters and discovered 2001 different words. Dr. Ayres points 
out the fa.ct that "ho final conclusions oan be drawn from the results 
of this study because it is too limited in scope to warrant them." 
1. W. E. Chancellor., "Spelling: 1000 Words" (In The Journal of Education., 
Boston., Vol. 72., May., 1910.) 
2. L. P. Ayres., The Spelling Vocabularies of Personal and Bus:iness 











Table 1. Principal Investigaticns of Words 
U~ed by Adults in Writing . 
Date Reference Sources Comment 
19l,0 8 Various 1,000 words in list 
1915 3 2.,000 letters List of 532 words 
1914 10 Letters of 13 List of 5,200 words 
people 
1917 l 3,723 letters Li st of 3.,087 words 
1917 18 750 letters List of 500 words 
1923 16 Bankers' letters 
1924 15 2,258 business Unpublished study 
letters 
1924 15 2.,350 letters Unpublished study 
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However this study was one of the most important. because it was used 
as a standard of canparison with other studies. No s:ingle pioneer 
study has been so influential in creat:ing an interest in research for 
determining the word list in spell:ing. 
Anderson's study1 was the first of a series of investigations 
making use of the large number of letters of correspondence and in-
cluding many types of words. The chief contribution of this investi-
gation is the method of securing :im terials since through the public 
schools all types of homes would add representative letters . 
Houser•s2list was restricted to the words used by farmers in 
writing letters about farming to the State Agricultural College. The 
importance of this investigation is that it was limited to one voce.-
tion. 
Horn's mvestigation3 of 1125 bankers letters in which were 
found 2,623 di~ferent words. does not shovf that the words used in 
bankers' correspondence applies e.xclusively to the banking business. 
1. W. N. Anderson. Determination of the Spell:ing Vocabulary Based on 
Writtan Correspondence, Iowa City, Iowa. 
2. J. D. Houser, "An Investigation of the Vfriting Vocabularies of 
Representatives of an Economic Class, 11 (In Elementary School Journal. 
XVII (1916-17) 708-718). 
3. Ernest Horn, S~elling, Chapter IV of the third Yearbook of the 
Department of' uperintendence of the N.E.A., 1925, 110-151. 
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.Among the other investigaticns that deserve mention are the un-
publ isbed list of Crowder\ of Warn:ing2., and of Horn3 • 
Both the former lists are based one. much larger number of 
letters than -the earlier studies and have figured prominently in some 
of the compilations; however., Horn's bee.rs further mention in that he 
has oont:inued his studies. 
The most satisfactory list of words frequently used by adults 
in their personal and business correspondence is Horn's Basic Writing 
Vocabulary, which will be discussed more fully in another section. It 
is a canpile.tion study in such a f'orm tha t it is very usable. 
Table 2. reveals the studies of' children's vocabularie s whioh 
have compositions as their source. This is e. sonewhat later develop-
ment than that of letters written by adults. Jones4 and Bauer5 studies 
of the words used by children appeared at about the same time., both 
of which have had a great influence an all subsequent studies on this 
1. Ernest Horn, Stelling, Chapter IV of the third Yearbook of the 
Department of uperintendence of the N.E.A., 1925, 110-151. 
2. Ibid, Chapter VI. 
3. Ernest Horn, The Vocabulary of Highly Personal Letters, 1922,un-
published. 
4. W. Franklin Jones, Concrete Investigation of the Material of l!Jnglish 
Spelling, Vertnillion, University of South Dakota, 1913, 27. 
5. Nicholas Bauer, New Orleans Public Spell:ing List, F. F. Hansell Bros. 











Table 2. Principal Investigations of Words 
Used by Children in Writing. 










4 18,000 themes 





3,037 occurred 40 or 
more times. 
Exclusive of shoot 
and 102 common words 
22 180 themes Unpublished 





27 Associst ion 
method; 1,815 
children 
12 3,184 letters 
List is tmpublished 
1,309 words having a 
frequency of 7 or 
more are listed 
Published list includes 
2., 106 words appearing 
8 times or more and 
frequencies of occur-
enoe and of misspell-
ings. 
Oklahoma Study recent 26 Children's 
writings 
Study available only in 
Oklahoma University 
library. In the first 
study released 2,818,014 
running words from many 
sources of children's 
itings had been tabu-
lated. 
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problem. Jones' study, which is one of the most extensive of child-
ren's word usage, is a tabulation of the frequency of the words 
appearing in 75,000 compositions written by over a thousand pupils. 
Each pµpil continued to write until his vocabulary had been exhausted. 
He found 4,532 different words, and has been severely criticized be-
cause o:f the small number of words found in such an extensive study. 
Bauer found approximately 19,000 words based on 18,000 canpositions in 
his study, however, Jones listed only those words used by at least 
2 per cent of the pupils, and also root forms and derived :forms were 
not counted separately as they are in most investigations today. These 
omissions of words can account for the differences in the findings of' 
Jones, Bauer, and Smith. Recent investigations have found that these 
studies are as reliable as any of the studies made of children's 
vocabularies. 
other studies of lesser importance are those of Tidyme.n1, 
McKee2, and French 3 • Neither McKee's nor French's list has been pub-
lished. French's study used children's letters in place of composi-
tion. McKee's reveals the fact that there is little difference between 
adults and children's vocabularies. The f:inding of Jones, Smith, and 
Bauer show a marked disagreement with McKee' s; however, s inc e her 
1. W. F. Tidyman, "Survey of the Writing Vocabularies of Public School 
Children in Connecticut", Washington, D.C., U.S. Bureau of Education, 
Teachers Leaflet No . 15, 1921, 18. 
2. Gr0,ce M. McKee, "Children's Themes as a Source of Spelling Vocabular-
iest\ ( In Elementary School Journal, XVI. 1915, 96-103). 
3. Ernest E. Horn_ Spell:ing_ Chapter VI, Fourth Yearbook of the Depart-
ment of Superintendence of the N.E.A., 1926, 126-146. 
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sources are much less extensive than the others, the validity of her 
conclusions may be seriously questioned. 
1 Two other studies which should be mentioned are those of Dolch, 
and Shambaugh and Shambaugh. 2 Doloh's list was derived by having 
16.000 ehildrec. write all the words they could think of in a specified 
time and by using all the words which appeared more than once had 9.583 
words. Shambaugh and Shambaugh used a similar method with the result 
of 4,515. There are certain advantageous results to be found from 
Dolch' s findmg which can be recognized by the large number of words 
of his findings. 
The most extensive study of children's vocabularies of the 
elementary schools is the unpublished study known as the Oklahoma Study.3 
This study determines placement level of the spelling vocabulary for 
elementary school children. Because of the large number of running wvrds 
representative of the various sections of the United States and the 
inclusiveness of children's writings included. it no doubt, if published 
will be the most valuable study ever to have been made. Unfortunately 
the writer was able to secure only the first 500 most frequently used 
1. Edward w. Doich. "Grade vocabularies''_ (In Journal of Educational 
Research. XVI. 1927, 16-26.) 
2. c. G. Shambaugh. and o. L. Shambaugh. "An Association Test of the 
Vocabulary of Grade Children", (In Journal of Educational Research, 
XVIII, 1928. 40- 47 . ) 
3. Henry D. Rinsland, and James H. Moore, The Vocabularies of Elementary 
School Children of the United States, Nornan. Ok:lahoma., (Works 
Progress Administration) unpublished. 
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words. These 500 were checked and found to be :in the Coleman and Gates 
words of the writer's selected list. 
A compilation of several different studies was first made by 
lcyres1; however, the most extensive study was first made by Horn and 
is generally known as the Commonwealth List. This list is considered 
one of the best of' its kind and may be used as a standard for the im-
portance of' words as far as adult spelling needs are concerned. No 
doubt Horn's most important contribution is his method of technique 
used in orga.nizmg his list. A list of these studies may be seen on 
Table 3. 
A third compilation of' importance is the new "New York State 
2 Spelling Syllabus" which is based on Horn's list of the 10,000 words 
most comm.only used in writing. Breed's list, and the lists of Ayres, 
Tidyman, Jones, Bauer, and Melcher, compiled by Thorndike. Thorndike's 
latest study of an enlarged form of his first adult frequency word-list 
is considered the most outstanding produced in the field of vocabulary 
research. Coleman has compiled a list of 3,017 words from thirty-t hree 
1. Leonard P. Ayres, The Spelling Vocabulary of Personal and Business 
Letters, New York, The Russell Sage Foundatim. 1913, 14. 
2. Ernest Horn, The 3009 Conunonest Words Used in Adult Writing, The 
Fourth Yearbook, Supermtendence of the Department of the N .E.A., 
1926, Chapter VI, Section III, 146-172. 
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Table 3. CompilatiC11s of Writing Vocabularies 
Author Date Reference Conunent 
Ayres 1915 3 List contains 1,000 words 
Horn 1926 15 Published list contains 
3.,009 words 
Horn 1926 15 Published list contains 
10,000 words 
Breed 1930 6 3.,481 words arranged 
alphabetically 
Coleman 1931 9 Published list contains 
3.,017 words from 33 
word lists. These 33 
word lists contained 
ll3., 707 words 
Dolch 1936 11 Study of children's writ-
ing. 9,583 words, 
mainly sight reading 
vocabulary. 
Thorndike 1931 28 20,000 commonest words 
selected from 5,136,816 
running words 
Gates 1937 13 A list of spelling diffi-
culties of 3876 common 
words 
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lists such as Horn•s1, Basic Writing Vocabulary, Thorndike's, 2 Teacher's 
Word Book, and from many other souroes including both the writing of 
children and adults. Coleman's list of 3,017 words consisted of the 
words which remained after the elimination of all words whioh were found 
in less than f'ifteen of the thirty-three lists. Coleman's list fur-
nishes a very satisfactory basis for the teaching of spelling, but the 
list is criticized because there is an insufficient number of words. 
Gates4 has compiled one o£ the later lists and although 
he does not claim it to be the best list, it is accepted as one of the 
best as far as grade placement of words is concerned. 
For this reason the author has used this list to supple-
ment the Coleman list in selecting the words for this investigation. 
Numerous studies have been made in spelling errors, but; 
the first extensive stu~ was made by Holling\vorth5 in e.n intensive study 
of children especially retarded in spelling ability. 
1. Ernest E. Horn, Basic Writ ing Vocabulary, (In University of Iowa Mono-
graphs in Education,published by the College of Education, University 
of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, 1926, 225 p. 
2. Ed.ward L. Thorndike, The Teacher's Word Book, Second Edition, Nmv York 
City, Teachers College, Columbia University, published by the University 
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1921, Revised edition 1931,1932, 134 p. 
3. William Henry Coleman, A Critique of' Spelling Investigation, Greeley, 
Colorado, The Colorado State Teachers College, 1931, 119 p. 
4. Arthur I. Gates, Spelling Difficulties in 3876 Words. New York, Bureau 
of Publications, Columbia Teachers College, 1937, 166 p. 
5. Leta s. Hollingworth, The Psychology of Special Disability in Spelling., 
Teachers College, Columbia University, Contributions to Education, 
No. 88, 1918, vi 105. 
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However, Holl:ingworth used such a comparatively small number of 
pupils in his research that any extended generalization of the results 
anc conclusion must be precluded. 
Book and Harter1 classified 18,840 mistakes found in 5,196 spell-
ing tests and compositions or pupils rrom the second grade to students 
in college. 
These writers distinguish between · spell:ing errors and spelling 
mistakes. Errors constitute the classes in which mistakes may be grouped 
into two classes,as mistakes or e:xpression,and words not learned,accord-
ing to Book and Harter. 
2 Mendenhall has also contributed a very excellent study of 
spelling errors. He gave between 300 and 500 words to approximately one 
hundred pupils in the grades fran the first to the sixth. In all 280,000 
spellings were 1mde. He found that seventy-five per cent of the mis-
spellings were reasonably phonetic, which is a much larger percentage, 
than was reported by Book end Harter, but the difference in the olassi• 
f'ying procedure would readily account for the discrepancy. Although 
Book and Hnrters• attempt is not without limitatic;,ns, it represents a 
much m.or e detailed study than Mendenhall 's. 
3 Masters' study attempted to settle the question of whether 
there are typical misspellmgs which are noticeable whenever a certain 
1. William F. Book, s.nd Richard S. Harter, "Mistakes which pupils make in 
spelling, 11 (In Journal of Educational Research XIX, 1929, 106-118.) 
2. James E. Mendenhall, An .Analysis of Spell:ing Errors: A Study of Factors 
Associated with word Difficulty. leachers College, Columbia University, 
Bureau of Publications, 1930, 65 • . 
3. Harry V. Masters, 11A Study of Spelling Errors in Common Difficult Words", 
(In Elementary English Review, IV, 1927, 113-116.) 
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word is misspelled. He found that the most frequent forms of misspell-
ings a:!; one grade level tended to be the most frequent misspelled forms 
at other grade levels. In the classification of errors, Masters is more 
objective than attempted by Book and Harter and more detailed than 
Mendenha.11 1 s • 
The Jones' list of the 100 most difficult words has becane 
famous in the teaching of spelling. 
Fitzgerald1 compiled a list of the one hundred words most 
frequently misspelled in the fourth to the sixth grades. He states that 
the mastery of the 100 hardest words in each grade would eliminate fifty 
per cent of the spellmg errors. 
In the light of these studies the need for more definite :in-
formtion concerning spellmg difficulties of pupils of the elementary 
grades has interested the writer to make the present investigations. 
1 . James .A. Fitzgerald, The Vocabulary Spelling Errors, and Situations 
of Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Grade Children's Letters Written in Life 
Outside the School, Unpublished doctor's dissertation, University of 
Iowa, 1931, 517 P • 
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C H A P T E R I I I 
CLASSIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF ERRO~S 
Since all words of each grade were made into ten forms of 
relatively equal fair sampling tests for each grade, only the 
summary analysis sheets of Form Dare exhibited in this thesis. 
Upon permission of the writer other data can be secured. The 
writer has been working for some years upon the problem of editing 
an "Integrated Work Book Speller" for the elementary grades takjng 
various steps toward its edi~ion. l , B, C, F, G, H, I, e..nd J will 
be used to make a more extended study which should be very valuable 
to all workers in education who are interested in the problem of 
spelling. 
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
Test Words Connon Misspellings Classification of Errors 
0) ti) C/l 






8 ::l 0 0 
C: (I) •r-1 (I) 
(!) II) § .., a J.t (!) C: 0 :::1 0 
!;j 0 "M •r-1 +> •r-1 ;::t •r-1 +> C/l •r-1 +> (,) C/l M S.. +> (I) (!) 
C) ti) © (I) tr) § 0 
Errors 0 ·a ti) E: .g ti) & C: .a -g 0 •r-l "M ti) 0. 
2d 86 ago go.a; .23.._ 4 
. mo l.§_ .. 3 ····-~·· .. .. ....... ........... -
.. O.P, _.a ... 2 ... -X. 
0£0 8 1 X. 
2d 72 ate ..hat 5.5 .. 4 
. .a.e:f". ll 1 _a.a~ .... 5 .. ... 2 . ... % .. - .......... .. 
1 
2d 77 best be.st ~I.. _.I., 
.b.n.s lS.. _ _J ... X 
? .... 1 ............. ··-······· 
2d 83 brother .. br.the"--'"------l'?-'? ,... =..... L -+----lt---- ...---1~ - --'11 
.b .. other 1i~ .:...._1 ........ ---11---1-- +----ll---+------f 
.b.r.o.uthe,. , .1 ...... ~.·-··· .... x...-.......-- - _.,,. _ _ __ --1 
bra t'hA,- s 1 
2d 88 coat ~Qto.. 21. .. ·-·-/·- --- ---- -t--t---f· .c.ot. 2.1 ..... .J____, _ _._ __ ir ___ _ ....., 
.c.o.ot 1, ? .... ... 2.._ .... ·-.X·-·---- +--- -+--· 
1 X 
Id 88 did .. ded 3.0. ... -·h'--1- -+----t- -+-- +---+----t 
deed···-·········· ----·--··· ~.O .... .. ..3. ........ ·-··  .. :_r __ __, 
dit .... . ........................................................ 110 ... 2.'--11---+-- +----f····-T-+-----tl----t 
l 
2d 88 far .fo:r....._ ______ ,a ........  4 ...... .. 
f'.ir...... . ......... ... a_ . ..  ....._ 1 _ ___, _ ____ _ _ ---f 
... ...................... ______ . ··········· .... 2 ......... ........... ............................ .... ----t 
1 X 
2d 78 fun .tin ............. 3.9 ...... 4 ..................... ....... ..... 1----+-- t----t 
.f.QD~--------s·ll .. ... J ........ 1 .... - +----+- -i····x .... ·····-··- ....... .. .. 
. .fm. . ............... U ... .... 2. ..... . 
1 
2d 86 have MY . .___ ______ ,.27. .. .... 4·----11----t-----i 
has l.8 ..... .3. ............ x .... 1- -t-- +-----I············  ··········-. 
2 X 
x_ 
2d 68 if .. 0£ ............. ---·---- - ll··· l.=·· - - --
.. A ... f~ --- ------··········· l.5 ... ... .3'--lf---+----i··· .. X. ..... ...,._--+- -f-----1 
.......................................................................... 1.0 .... ... ?.. _ _ ___ ......... x ..... ...-..-1------1-
, l X 
Note: In the classification of errors by quartile of spelling scores , the 
types ·of ~rror most prominent in each quartile are ch~cked, providing errors 
occur. 
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Test Words I · Cor:non Misspellings Clnssificnt ion of Error s 
0) Cl) Cl) 
f! ,+J u 
0 (l) 
t 
(l) 0 -g 0 
Errors 
(l) § u 0 
C: E Cl) .,.; (l) C) ID § +l i f..t (!) C: 0 ::, 0 g 0 o,-i .,.; +l •ri .,.; ,+,) Cl) .,.; ,+J 
u Cl) M $-i ,+J (!) (!) u Cl) © G) 0) C: u 
0 1~ t/J .g 0 Cl) & C: ..c ·g 0 .,.; .,.; Cl) 0. 
2d 83 like ...... l.ik~-----........... 36 ·1--,c4,--___ ___ ___ _ 
3 ...... l .i.c.k 1 A... .. >-· .... .X..,1----...- -+-- +----+-
,,__ ________ -+-___, .... 2 _ .... .x .. ---- - - -+-- -t----t 
1 X 
2d 82 my __ mJ.,v.,__ _____ _,2,.,,5 4,_+--+-4--1----+--+---1 
- ~-v _______ .. ___ 1.t,.---__ ..,.1· _ _ _.___.-r ........ _-+---+--1---· 
ll--=lnl.=· --------4=12=------·2...__+-_ _ __ .. ..x. __ _ _ -f 
1 
2d 54 only .... onl..---- - -----116 .. _,;.. ___ ---'_-+---1------1,--....-1 
"""..onlf'gJ.L ... _____ ---41,.12.. --"'--3--1-----....... - --+- -+---t 
__ omlv . 8 ... ___ ?.-+-- +----+- --t-....x.-.. ....,_--
1 X 
2d 85 rat .. -r .. et~ _____ __,..3.3..._:1:,.~-........ ---------1 ..... .r.~ 1 R ....... 1_.__ _ _ _ _ ____ _ 
2 X 
1 X 
2d 89 she .. ~· ______ 14... _ _../,>--lf---+-- f---+-- -+--il----i-
_ ___ _ ------1- ..._ .. ..3 _ _ -4·-- - ----11---l--
lJ- --------t---.-2.--+-- -+--·-.X .. _ ... _ _ _ 
1 
2d 82 stop sta.n-. _______ 3.3_ .... l.'*--+-- +--+- -+-- -+---1r--t 
• -1~ +-----+- --+-- ,t---+ .. .X ................. . 
... 2,,., .. ---l'-----4---- +---ll··-x ..... __ _ 
1 X 
2d 60 they tha.,..y _ _______ .1~2. .. ..... 4---,b--+-+--1----+- -t 
1 X 
_____ ......... - ................ --·- ... 2 ................. - ................ - .... _.x ..... +----+- -t 
1 X 
2d 85 tree .. _tee ...................... - .-.... -.. 26k.-.... • --+-+---i- -+---
.... teer..__~-------1·12 ...... -3___, _ _, 
.... thee_ ............ - .... 6... ..2 ................... 1----1---1----+-- +-
1 
2d 80 was .... WOS- ..... ______ ... l?.....,1 _ . 4 .. ------···--+-- -+-- +--- • 
...... saw 11... ... J - 1---+- +-- t-----t- -t---l 
-----------~2~ --t----t- -,---t·__x _____ _ 
1 X 
2d 57 why .... '!!Y. ...... _____ ........... l..2 .. . 4 ...... 1- --1-- -1 - --1- ---1---
..... Vihay ............................. - ...................... .... 9 ...... .3---1,___--+-_ _ _ .... x ..... -.-............... . 
.... W8.jl . ........ _ ............................................ ... 9 .. 2 ... .x ... ...... -... 
1 T 
Note: Ln the cl~ssificction of errors by quartile of spelling scores, t he 
types · of error most proninent in each qunrtile c>.re checked, pr oviding er or s 
occur. 
Test Words 
3d 82 afternoon 
3d 84 anything 
3d 76 barn 
3d 92 bell 
3d 96 box 
3d 76 call 
3d 54 church 
3d 76 could 
3d 62 dead 
3d 92 door 
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Coramon llisspel lings Cl ~ssification of Er rors 


















en C) ·a II) -~ 0 
0) en 
§ =1 0 
{/) •rl (l) 
§ +> a ;:j (,) 
•rl +) •r-1 ;::j {/) •rl +> r.. +J (l) (!) 
(1) 0') s::: () 
5 .g 0 1/) ..c= ·g •rl ti) 0. 
·- ---------,1--... 2 ......... X. ... J---+- -1---+---lf---f 
1 X 
.... Ql.cy.thin,i!,-P' ______ __ .3.~ ··-'-1... ._ ___ .__--4-_ 4-_ _ __,_---I 
K-- -- -----4------3'--~--4--------1----
11----------1---?4---i---+- --'···x··'-+-- '----1 
l 
.... ho., ... - ..,. ___ ___ --""-~3 --· ·-J, -1-- --+- -'------~ 
..... hr....... , P. ... .... ""--3--l---1·- -
11--- --------f----lt····...__? ~ _ ..,____.__...j._ ... -1.---11---1 
1 
..... be.1_  _ ____ .--..i(Ml\ .•O ... _,!~,L --f.- -l-- ~---1-~--+--· 
11------------+---*··J.:.-..~-4-4"---4-----11-----i-~ 
11-- ------- ---···"·~'--l----l-- ..._-~-- --..jt,.--1 
1 .,.. 
11-',_.Mi_~-~-l....---'-----_jo;l~t.u·~ -J. -½-- -t-----+- -1-- -f--~--
, .... b.a..x: _______ ... 3,.3.·.-·. ~---1 ....... _ ..,__~- ~ . 
- ----- ---- - ·--2 -4--- -'--+- -+-- +----li---l 
1 .,.. 
.. ... Oa.llA....._ ______ iu~-3 ...... 4.__.j _ ___ ...._ ............ _ ---+-_ ·-· 
.... c.oll........... ......... . .... 17 ...... 1.J-+-----+·····,t .. ~--1-- ---+-- +-
-------+- it-·.2 .................. ..... X .. . 
l X 
... oood _ _____ . 2.6.. ...... 4. ....... . 
8 ---...,__···································  ......... 1 _,__ .......... __...._ ......... x ..... ...................... . 
- - - --JJ .... 2 ........ . ...___...__ ~_ ..... x ........... . 
1 :x: 
... de.t1 ... a ... .... 4·---1- --1-----' 
..... d~.rl--------+···8 ..... ..3. ........... x .... ...._~_ ..._........;,__ _ _ 
... da.pd .... 8 .... 2 ..._~-~ ... x ............... . 
1 ... 
..... do.,. ··········· 66 ... ... 4 ............ . 
.... .doar ............................ ... ....... ······-····· 16 ..... .3.c.........1-~- -t----! ... x .... J---+-
····  ················ ···-···· ······ ----···· ... .......... ?. .... ..... x.. .. ·········· ~-+- -+-- +---+ 
1 .... 
Note : rn the classification of errors by qu~tile of spelling scores , t he 
types · of error most prominent in each qunrtile are checked, providing errors 
occur. 
Test Words 
3d 82 east 
3d 68 farmer 
3d 68 fill 
3d 95 food 
3d 92 free 
3d 96 going 
3d 76. ground 
3d 84 high 
3d 82 hunt 
3d 82 kitten 
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Cor.iraon llisspel lings Clnssificntion of Errors 
U) (/) (I) 
(l) 8 t} 0 
Err ors 
Cl l7) •r-l (1) 
C) U) § +> i ,.. Q) C: 0 ::::s 0 
:;:1 0 •r-l •r-l +> •r-l ,..., ·n +> Cl) •r-l +:> 
t) +> U) H H +l Q) Q) 
t) (/) 0 Q) U) C: t) 
0 ·a (I) t ,g 0 (/) & s::! -a ·a 0 •r-1 •r-l {i) 
... .. e..st _______ ·-·····-·····-···- .... . 60 .. ..4c--+-----f- -+--- -+--+----1--
3 
1- ---------1-......... -.. ~-----X .... l---+---+--+-----1,-........ 
1 X 
... f..9.r.m.~~------.J.5. -·-4...._-l--+-----+- -l-- -+--J-----1 
.... fr.om .. ,. 1 9 ..3'--r----+--+-- +--~.,,.. .. - .. ·- ~ ···· 
1 -- ----- --......J---1·· .. ? .... .. f----4-- 1 
l T 
... .:C.el 1- --------+-'-'?5. .... k ---f---+----lf--_____ _ 
. f iJ ..... le.. ·-··'3"--+----+--.. ·-·· ·- .... - ··- -X-1----4---1· 
11-- ------ - -+---1-. ? .,,. -f---+---
1 'T 
.... £.o.n- -----~ . ..3.0. .. ..,,l..___l------+- -+-- +---1~ -+~ 
1 
1-- ---------- , .. -4 .... -. ... x ... ~-+- -1-- ...__--if---1 
1 T 
....f;r.,e., __ -'-----j-?.7. _ __J.~ -+--+--+--1---f.---11-----l· 
.... £.e""- --- --~.2.1 ...... 3 ..................... f- -+- -+-- +---l-
--------~---·2 ........... X .... &.-----1-- 4------· .... %.. .. 
1 
.... goying ........................... -.................. 40 ... _ ..4 .. -----'--4-----1----1---.+-... ._+-_-.--
········· ......... -........... ····--·· ..................... _ ............... .. __ 3_.__-.+- ...J.- .. --11----+- -+--
- ---- ------·· ··2- --1---- -!---1,-----1---+-- +--~ 
l 
.... gro ............ ______ µ.·? .8 .... ..... 4 ....... ··-··- ............ ......... _ ........................... ............ . 
.. gr.nwn .... 3. ....... .... X .... ............ 1- --- -+---+-----' 
-----·········- ········ ........... ·· -?-l------1 ............. ············  .... x .............. -. 
1 T _ 
.. hiA,..__ _ .... -........... ............ ... 25. ... .... 4. .... -.. ............. ........ . ... Jt ..... ......... -.. ..... ..... . 
---------+----11-··J ······~--+- - - - - 1· .. ···-·· .. ·····- .. . 
----··2 ................. _ ...__ ............. :x. ..... .... . 
1 X 
. hont ____ ., .18 ..... 4 . .. .. .......... . 
.... hung···- ---- -13 .. ... 3 .... ~--+- +· ............. .... x. ..... . -----11----~ 
II-----------+----il------?'2- 1-----+- -+---f· ... :,r; .. _ .. .._ __ .......... 
1 
... .ke:t.en. ........... _._-_-·.·_-_-_- ·~~· ..·.·~·.·.·.·.~··.-.: ·- ...... 15... :J· .... ... x .... ·-_···· ..... ·· - ~______. .... :z:.... . ......... . 
.... ... ............. .................... .................. ........... . .. .... 2 ........ J- --l-- -l--- l----l•···:Z:. ..... - ...... . 
1 
Note: 1n the cl~ssific~tion of errors by quG.rtile of spelling scores , the 
t ypes · of error most prominent in e ach qun.rtile are checked, providing err ors 
occur. 
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Test Words 
! ---------------, 
Connon Misspellings Clussifi cntion of Errors 
(I) Ill Ci) 
8 e ...., (.) 0 c:: Ci) •r-i Q) 0 0 II) § +' a 0 Q) H (!) s:: 0 :;j (.) t s 0 •r-i •r-{ ...., •r-i ::l ·rl ...., (/) .,... +' 0 0 +J {/) $oi f-1 +' Cl ()) 0 0 8 (/) (!) Q) O') c:: 0 cj 0 ·a !IJ .g 0 (/) cS Er r ors & s:: 'a. ·g 0 •r-i •rl {/) 
3d 36 le:rt ........ lift ................ ...................... ···-.. ··· ... 1.4 . 4 ... ) ··-·--····· --········· 
n-----------+---l!-!::2'--t---+- --+-- ~· .... ;!L. ,___-+----4 
1 X 
3d 84 making ..... make. _ ;.,.,...,, ~-- - ---·.58 4 
K- -------..+--1 ... ...L.-1 ~~-X-1--+---t----+-
1.----------+-.............. ?- .. .X. ... t---+- -f-- --+------1 
1 T 
3d 90 milk milke 37 _ l..- ---+--t----+-- -+--
..... nil._.,.__k _ ____ -J.l .7 .:)~~-..x. ... ............ ..__-+-_ ........... _, 
malk .. 14. -·-? - ___,~-+---+-v,_ ... 1----f-- l 
1 y 
3d 78 mouse -n--=m=o..:=.s,;:.e ______ ...... Jm. 4 
,1---=m=o=u=-s ___ _ _ _ _ _ lO. 1 . ..X .. +---1--+---f 
.... l!1QU8S'--____ __..l0.. ..4 ... _ . ..... X ... 1---_...-~-+---f-...f 
1 
3d 66 nothing _ ll.Q1,d~M,,,,, •. .!1e>l;. fP~. ___ __,.,l.6 ............... ,· .J-- .f.-.-+- -+--+-........,~-1-
..... P..9t.1Q& .. :......... . ... 8. ... .... .3. ................... ..... x .. ..,_-+-- +---+----t 
..... nuthiug .. _....... . .. a... _2 ...... ... .x ... ....,_-+-- +--_....---+---+ 
1 
3d 90 outside ...... out.said..... ~l.. .... ?- ----1~--- ·-- --
..... outsid ... .................................... 23 ...... .3 ........... .x. .... ~---1-- -+--- ,.___-+- --t· 
2 ...... . f---+-·+ ·"'X:::...-1------1-----1 
1 X 
3d 86 place .... plae_aA-. -----.. 2.5 ........ 4 ....... . 
.... p.l~.6~ 20 .... -, ___ +---+- --1·-·;ii;_ ............ __..,_ .... 
. ... plQ,.$ ............. ...... 15... ···-?-+-_ . ..... X.. ............. ....... ...... . .......... .. 
1 
3d 78 pulled .. pulct. ................................................ 2..2... .../4.. ....... ............ . 
..... p.ult.e.d 13 ....... '"'--1 -+----1!-----+-- --1 .... x ........................... .. 
. .. ... pul.~d..... .. .. 5..... ....2 ....... .... ........ . ... X ................ .. 
I X 
3d 82 river ... rever ................. l .e. .... .. .. 4'----1--
~r:....:u:;:..;ve:...:::.::,r _______ l..?. ... ... 3 ........ ............. ~-+--·~ - ..._---+- ---1 
,i-:::2 '----f----+- -+---1----X ..... 1------J-------1 
1 T 
3d 48 says ..... s.eya ..... ....... ____ ...... 13 ... ... 4 ........ ... x .... .. ...... ............... ...___,__ 
...... seds ............. .. ........ .. .. .............. ............ 11 .. ... ..,__ 1 ~ - ~ --'-- ~ - ..J.,.....- ' 
..... sas ...................... ........................ ........ J.... ..?. ....... ,_ ......... _ ...J......._ l-,..----' ... .x .. 
1 X 
Note: Ln the classificc.tion of errors by quc..rt i le of spelling s cores , t he 
types ·of error most prominent in each qunrtile are checked, providi ng er rors 
occur. 
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Test Words Conmen Misspellines Cl assifi cat ion of Error s 
CJ) (I) Cl) 





(]) § ;::l 0 0 r::: {I'.) •r-1 <l) 
C> (I) § +> a M (!) r::: 0 ;::l () g r-1 0 •r-1 •r-1 +> •r-1 , ,-f •r-1 +> (I) •r-i +> u +> Cl) f-t f-t +> a, Q) 
(.) Ill <l) a, Cl) r::: () 
Errors 0 ·a (I) .g 0 (I) & -~ ..c: ·g 0 •r-i {/) 0.. 
3d 62 showed ..... ShOlr.d _______ '""16.... 4 
shoed 13 3 :x 
.... ahod, i11; ·i··-·· __ ......... .......... .. 
.,,. . ··- ··-·· 
1 :x 
3d 78 spell .. J,_p~J,,__ _ _ ___ __,1,.-"'R . .. , 4 .. ..__-+-----".__-+-- -+-- t---+--t 
-·~.pd.A .. :L .. _ 1..__+---+··--T......,_ ___ --t-_ ·, 
1 -- --- ---- +--· .. -2··-···· ... X .... _.__.-t--+----t- -+---t 
1 X 
3d 86 Sunday .... S ..'-Jl,.0"-'l .v ______ _,_3.0 ..... 4---1- -+---1i----+---+----1r---
.... .S"',..,A;'" _2_3 ..... J'--+--+--+-----t--+-- +---t 
?,__--+-- 1----+---+---"'x • ... e-----+-- 1 
, _________ _ _ .... l
X 
3d 66 tale ... te.il=- --------1-.. l9. - ··4.--1f---+-- ---+- .. X.·- - - · 
.... t .f..l.l .. l.9 _,....__3...___,t---+--+---,1---'T""'-f 
.... t .~.l.1 .. 1.4 .... Z -r . ... .... .. 
1 X 
3d 70 third ~d,.... ----'-----..J .. .13. .J ____ ___ _ _ _ ..... 
.... thur..d ___ ............ . .. L ... 3._ .... ............. .... X ... -------t 
.... t.br..id.... ...5-.. . . .2 ....... ___ __ .,,._• f---4--1-----1 
+--....+-~--------*--------- +--+-=1_.._,--+--+--1--...... -...,_;:;;~-3d 68 toss 
3d 68 washing 
3d 86 word 
.J~g.~ ..... -----.......... ... .. 3.ij . .... 4 ~1---+---+-----+--+-- +---t 
... tose ...................................................... .... 28 .. ..3 ....... ... :it ................. -1----+- -+-- t 
............... 2 ........ - -+----+- -f .. _.,,. __ r----t 
1 X 
... w0.shin-~---~--1 .. .l.7. .... 4 ..... _ .............. ··- +----+- -+--
.. w.o.sh.. ...6 .... .... 3-..... ... x ..... .,.__......,_ _ _ ......... _ __ _ 
_______ ....... .. _ ..... .... .. .. ... 2 --11-----+-- ............ , .. _.,,._----le-
1 
_. war._d _ _ ___ ,... .22 .... 4......... ....... . .................................................. . 
... :w.ir.n .... 9 ........ -3 _,__ .... X ... 1------+- -f· ...................... .. 
... wour.d ............. -. ____ ... 4 ........ 2 ....... . 
1 
•----....-... x ....... ............ ..... .. .. ... . 
.......... .. .. 4 '---ll----t-----it--




______ ................................. 4 ...... t-----+-- 1 
_ ____ ..... ................... -----···.3.----1- -+ 
X 
·11--i'---f---+---'~ .... --- -f - --
Note s In the classific~tion of errors by qum-t ile of spelling s cores, t he 
types ·of error most prominent in ench qunrti l e are checked, providing errors 
occur. 
Test Words 
4d 42 action 
4d 90 anybody 
4d 95 band 
4d 68 beet 
4d 75 biggest 
4d 97 bone 
4d 83 building 
4d 97 cattle 
4d 63 cherry 
4d 88 clock 
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l Conmon llisspellings Cl assification of Er rors 
O') !I) (/) 
C) § ::1 C) 0 
C: Cl) •ri Q) 
C) (/) § +J a J-t 0 C: 0 ;:$ 0 
Errors 
s 0 •rl •r-i +l .,.; ::1 ·ri +:l (/) •r-i +:l 
(.) +l (/) M M +J C.l (!) 
0 (/) 0 Q) (/) C: (.) 
0 Ill 2 .g 0 (/) & C: ..c! ·g 0 .,.; •rl ti) 0.. 
..... P..t.t.i.on ____ ............. 7 .. ..... 4 ·-·· ············--- +--- -+--
3 X 
11-- ------+-----_!2::,....· -l--4- +--+---1··· ·;/!;···- ··- ··-·· 
1 X 
_ ... QW.b.2""4.n .. 1v,__ _ __ --f.3.0 .. 4 
..... ~ bo.d!l~ _23.. 1 
11-- --------+--1-··? ---- -.... ·+---ll----4-- -+-~ 
l -
..... b.~i,,..__n ____ ---440_. -·~1.-1----1- --1--i---4-- +-
...... ben..l ?.7_. ··-·3:C.......-4---,1---~-4-- +-__.--,· 
l!--- - - --- ---+---¼-··f---i--- 1--T--+- -~ -..--+-----4'---1 
..... beat"------~ -l·7.4 ... __ 4.~...._--4-_,.__-. _ _.___+--t 
- ---- --~---···""'--3-'--- '----1--- .... .A.--+----t- -f 
________ ,___...-=2"--+----4- -+----1-·--X-·-1---4- -t 
1 
_bige.s.,.._t---'-- -- ~6.o ... _J-',j.---1-- ol-----1-- -1---...;.---11----4 
..... b.igist. .... ·-···-· 10 .... .... 1 ...... _ .. x .... ----~- - +---t---4 
lt-- --------+---lt···2---·· - .X. .... 1----i-- --l---- +---
l ..,. 
.... hon .............. ·-·· -·-----'-.i.:.y.i:. _ . .... 4......-.1:---i-- -1------1......_-4-___ .'- ·-
.... b.oan........ ... .......... . ... 15.... __ J __ . 
U-----------+----lt 2 ........ X ..... 1----i-- --J......-·l------t- -1 
l . x 
.... b.ild.i-no-_ ------f ... 3..1 ._ .. 4 ............ ··-·· 
.... b.:U.ld.in.g................ 2p .... 3. ....... .. X ..... ·-········· ...... ...... f---.-J---+----1 
. . bi:uldin~ ...... 8 .... 2.... ... .. ..x _ ... ··-·· ···-~- - - -4 
1 
.. . O.l!.t.le. ..... . .l .8. .... 4. ........ ··········· 
.... c.at.t.e..l.. __ _ . . .ll .. -~ 3 4-------4- 4------1-- --+----f 
_ .....,... _ _... .. .2 ...... ... X ..... 1----1---+----lf---+--
l 
... o.heer.ie. .................... ........................... 2.9 .... 4c........, _ __,. 
.... cherey ...... ............ .. _ ..... ............ -.......... 17 .-3. ....... .__ _____ • ... 
.... ohe.Qry .. .......... ..4 ... . .. :?.--,1------1--- -1--- 1 ~ • ..,.___~--' 
1 -
..... o.ln..,...k..._ _____ ........ 2.5 ... 4 ............................ 1 - --L-- ~ -
~o=".:1': ::- _ - 7 t -1-..  x_._ ....1-... _ ......... ~::i::::: .. =F·· ~·~·.· :.:. 
Note: ln the cluss ificQtion of er ro~s by qu~tile of spelling scores, t he 
types ·of error most prominent in ench quartile are checked, providing e ror s 
occur. 
Test Words 
e +> t> 
0 (l) 
t: 
(l) 0 -g C) 
& 
4d ~8 contest 
4d 95 crow 
4d 95 die 
14d 40 dropped 
4d 60 empty 
4d 70 £eel 
4d 70 tit 
4d 88 for k 
4d 47 garage 
4d 97 grew 
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H 0 s ;,:j 
C) +> 
C) 
0 Errors & 'e-'<. 
..... -.o.one.s.t. .. tl.6 ... 4 ···-··--·· ·-··············-···- ...-3 .... -.. 
2 
1 













8 ;:j 0 
(0 •rl Q) 
§ +> a ::s c.> .,, +> •rl 
Cl) •rl +> 
M +> C, Q) 
Q) Cl) C: C) 
E .g 0 (/) .t: ·a •rl (0 0. 
·····-··h•• ···-·····-··· ··•······•· ........... 
X 
lt------------·-..2 .... _ .. ...il .. ~i----t--+-- +---+- --1 
l -
..... .diQ .. d ______ ___.. . .4:0 ·-·'*-L· ~ --i....---11--......L--.J---4-
of .. 20 . ... ),:.......-4-_4,-.-+.- -+--+-...-jf---f 
n-- ------- -+---11-.... 2 ............. x.. ........... _.__ ..,___.._ .................... .. 
1 
...... ckoped ................... ___ .70 . ..... 4. ............. x .4 - -+-...f---t---+-~ 
........ g.r..9.i:tt.fln .... 5. ... .3-......... .x.i-~- +---4 .. ···-·- .......... . 
- -----------.... 2_ ......... .X..-t--+- -4-- -+--t---i 
l ... 
~ p.e:t.,__v--'------4·13 . .J-'+--i--~-+--4-- -1----,f---4 
...... emt~r ... 7 ........ 3. ........ .. ,.___-+--l-- -+-- +----f-
~ ----------+----.. ,2 ....... ............. ... X. .... ~-- ---
1 T 
..... fell.....__ ____ _ .... .. 26 . .. ..1-... ........11.---1---1------1f----+- -+----1 
- f-- ---
...... .1.'e.a.l ....... ,.. . .16 ..... .3.........J- -l------1.- ~ ..... .x ............. -J---f 
..... f'eil 7 . 2 ................. .............. .............. x .... t----+-~ 
1 T 
... . .f.i t.a, ______ -1 .25 ...... 4........ ........... . ............................ t---,--¼----1 
...... f .e.t . ....._ 1 --f.-.----1 .. .x ..... 1------1f-.---1-- -l >.- ......... - ... x ...................................................... .. 
l X 
... ... f.orke. ................... ------1 17.. 4 ._.. . . ............. .. ................... .. 
..... £0.ro1r ........ .A..,._ 1 ~ - --- --..---1· ... -....... ....... . 
. -2 ... ................ x .... .. ___~_ .....__---4_ 
1 T 
..... g.Q,r.g,e .3.5.. .. .. 4 .............. x ... .................  --- -,l--l---
..... $ r.~ge."--__ ... _ .................. -.. · .25 ..... 3 ......... ..... x ............ .. 
- ----4- ·~ . ... . . ..... .. . .. x .. .. ~-+---- - +----4- -l 
1 -
..... grow: _ ____ .... ~3 ... 4 ......................... . 
...................................... ... 1 .__.....____. ........................ . 
........................................................... .......... ......... ........ ................... ,........... .. ... ; ... .......... .. 
Note: ln the classifi cntion of errors by qur..rtile of spelling scores , the 
types · of e:rror most promnent in e ach qunrtile are eheeked, providing .errors 
Test Wor ds 







4d 80 hardly 
4d 68 hero 
4d 76 I'd 
4d 73 job 
4d 93 lamp 
4d 95 less-on 
14d 5 3 lose 
4d 87 mat 
4cl 95 miles 
4d 93 move 
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Cofill'lon Uisspel lings Class ificat ion of Error s 
(I) Cl) tf.l 
Q) § ;:I 0 0 
Errors 
C: Cl) Cl) •ri Q) 
C) (I) C: § +> i $-t 0 c:: 0 ;:I 0 
;;:j 0 •ri •r-l +> •ri ·ri +> (I) •rl +> 
0 +> Cl) H $-t +> a, (!) t) 2 tf.l C) Q) (I) C: 0 0 ·a t/.J .g 0 t/.J & -~ ..c: ·g 0 •rl Cl) 0. 
....... har.dley. ...... ·-··- - .. ~.8 ... { .. -· .. ; ... .. 
.... I ..... 1--......... -x___,. 
1 X 
i1--...:.:h=e=-r=ON:,c._. ____ _,._ 54 _4 ..... .J.--+- -+-- 1----+- -+----1 
__ . .h~""""'~'°--- ---- 4 ·--14'---4-_1L--+---+··X....&.--'----'- - -
_ ... her~ .. 1 ..... .... ? .. .x .... '-----'-- -1--- +--
l T 
I' de""-- -----~ -1.0. ,_ .. 4 ---11----+- +-- J..---f- -+---
........ I.! .. e.il .. a> .. .... 2 .......... :A---r+--4- -+---+-- +--
•1-- --------+---1-.... 2 ........ .. X ...... ...................... 1-----lc- -+--
l T 
.. .. ... gP..b .............. -·---......--1-.4.0 . ...... l.,,.,,. -+- -1---+--+-----1f---+--j 
........ job!' .. 20 . ... :...._~ 4-~1----1---4----'--- -1--- ---1 
............................ ______ _ ......... ~'-- --.. 1-~---11---+- -+---f 
l -
11,-...1.,A ""--~- ----'-----l .. 3.7. - 4 ............ -.... J..-...+- 4-- +---J- -I 
....... lampe ........... ___ ---4 .. 15. . ... J....--1- --+---1-- --4------1 
____ _ ...., ... -2 --1---l----+- --1-- -f---
l T 
...... les=o=n,,_ ______ .... 18. .. .. 4.---li......----1---1--~r----1----1_ 1-_-.-1_ . 
. lessen........... .. ...... .. 13. ...... 1 ............ .X ... 1--...+- -+--- +----+--1· 
....... loness 7.. ..... 2. ..... .. 
1 
_ ____ , ..... x ... ..... 
..... l.Q0 .. ~~"-- -----1 .. 3..9 ....... 4 ........ ............... :X .... ....__----L- ~ 
T 
....... lQ.z;Q .. 1.7. .... 1 ... x .... ,____...._ --+-_.,__-1 
____ ? +-----1 ... ... ....................... x ........ · - 1------1-
1 .,,. 
... mate ............. .. .. ........... §.Q ...... 4. ........ ·--+---+- - -
... .3 ................... . x ..... _ ~ -~ 
............ 2 ... ..x ..... .... _..__~---
1 T 
.... mil=-s ______ 4 .. 3.3 .. ... 4-..... ........ . 
...... miles .l.7 .... .3. ....... ... x ... i---4-- +--4- ~ 
e-=2c..-...--1------1---1 ..... X .... 1-_..- -+------1 
1 T 
.... .. moved ....... l..i . ... 4 ....... i-.....--1-- -t - --J.- ---1 
..... m9PY.~ ......... . ... ___ ............. l.4 .... 1"'---1----+ 
..... ... ............. ............... ... .. .................................. ?. ...................... X ..... 1------1-- -+-+-----J. 
. 1 '.X' . 
Not e: In t he cl ussific~t i on of errors by qu::rtile of spelling scores, the 
t ypes ·of error most proninent i n e ach qunrtile are checked, pr oviding error s 
occur. 
Test Words 
e +l u 




4d 58 needed 
4d 91 oh 
4d S3 paying 
4d lOC pie 
4d 95 pole 
4d ac rs.the r 
4d 93 rock 
4d 8~ safe 
14d 95 seeing 
14d 30 shape 
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Conoon Misspellings Cl~ssifi c~tion of Error s 
{/) (I) fl) 
Q) g u 0 
Errors 
C: (I) ,,-{ (l) . 
('.) O') § +> i J.. C) C: 0 (.) 
;,:j 0 •r-1 •r-1 +' •r-i •r-1 +' {/) •r-1 +' 
(.) en H J.. +' (!) Cl) u t7) 0 (!) (I)· C: (.) 
0 ·a tfl .g 0 {/) & C: ..c: ·g 0 ,,-{ •r-1 rn a. 
tt---==n=e=de=d"'------· ............ 33 ····-i-4_' ---·········· .............. 1-----f..- - -
11---n_e_a_li_ed ______ ..... 14 3 x 
........ ne.dde.d _ _____ .11 .... ~........ ...........+-----+- -t--+-----f-~ 
1 X 
0,..__ ____ __....2.4- .... f.L.-1--....-+-~-~------+----1 ...... .. ;..1-,.. 1 
.. l.6 ... ""--4-- -1----1- ----- -
lt-- --------+----ll .. ..2 ....... ··--.... 4--------+---- -f 
1 .... 
.. ... ,P~.i:lo_,,. _____ --Ji_33 . . ....1,,,.. ...  -i---1-- --1----1~--+---+-
A----- -------·· .. 3· ...... -. -.+----1....--+----+-----I-
1 ---------4-- .. ··f ·-· .x ...... ··-· -···t 
X 
l t-- --------+---1··"·4.-....j~-l-- +---i~----4---4---4 
11----------i--- ···.!.-1 ..... _~-+---+---&-~!-----t 
l '-----------t----1-· ..·z.'--l-----l--- --~----
l 
_ .pg 1...,1...__ _ _,__ __ -+.2.6 . . ..J.--4-- -1-------4- -+---f----,l--f· 
•~---------1 .............. 3 - 1---+- -+-- t--=x'=-_ _ 
11-- --------i---ft···-'-+--- t---+-- -+--",r'"··· ............. ........... . 
1 X 
ratter ....................................... 10 . . 4~- -1--1---+- -+-- +--~ 
.. .J ..... . ..... X ... 1----+- -+ 
- --+- --11-· 2 ........ ·- -'---11----+-- 1 
1 
..... roke"------- . .21. ..... 4 ..... ... .. _ ....___,, 
.. x ... 
T 
..... rooke'------ .l'l .. ... ...._ 1 --+-- +--+- -+--- ---1---11------1 
....... r.o.k.____ ___ .... 2 ........ ... . . ............. ...... X .•. -1--,.-----4 __ I 
l .... 
.. __,s=a=ve'-=--- ------1 40 .. . 4 ·-·· ....... . 
........ a_gft.'----····· .. ········  .1.0 ... J «--~-i- -1--1--------4-- --1 
··························-··· .... ----+--- lt·2 ...... . 1-----+o--f .... ..x .... ............. .......... . 
1 -
..... B.e.in0_.o-_____ .... .. .3.5. ..... 4·----1- --1-_ _____ J_ ...... ........ .. . 
2 Tl----1-- -4-- ~---4-' 
l -
.... ... .ShaP----················· ...... .. 3.7. . ... 4 ..... ·'-----+-- 4----
....... sape ........ .................. . .l8 .. .. 1 ....... .. .. x ... 1----1-- --1-............. l . 
·········· ··-········· ······ ............ ····· ····· ····~ ······  ·····: ·· ·········+ ·· . . ................... . 
Note: In the clnssific~tion of errors by quc.rti le of spelling scores, t he 
types · of error most proninent in ench quartile are checked, providing error s 
occur. 
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Test Words · Cor.1t10n Misspellings Cl assification of Errors 
(/) {/) 
f ;-' 0 




8 :::I 0 
{/) •rl Q) 
fl) § ..., a C: 0 :::I 0 
0 •r-l ·n ..., •n 
•r-l ..., (/) ·n +> 
(/) 1-t 1-t +J a> (!) 
{/) (!) Q) (I) c; 0 
'8 1/J .g 0 {/) .:: ..c ·g 0 ·n ·n ti) 0. 
4d 88 sidewalk ......... Sid.walk ·····-·······.,···· . ....... ... 3..9..11--4,__i---.......__ ...._~- -'-- •· 
sidwak 21 3 
2 X 
1 X 
4d 9] sey ....... ski.-=-e _____ ---4-..§.§. .... 4 ..... ___.__.... - -+-- +-----11---...+--1 
K- --- ---- +--4··-'·--'--~ -+---li----4-- +--.... A.. ...... _ ......... 
n-- --------1··········· .. ......... ? ~-1----l-- --1--............ ············· ··········· 
l .,,. 
4d 75 snap i1----=s=na::;Lni:,.;e"---------f- 20 ... l ..._--11---1---1----11---+--
3 
11--- --------f- --l- "--? -1-----4 .. .X .... ········· -1----4- -+---I 
1 
4d !38 speak ~ -=s.J;:.n,e=a=c=,11",.__ ___ -l·..l.~ . .. 4.~i------1--- ...._---J- -1-- +--i 
....... s_pek,.__ _ _ _ _ _ ...... ..9. . ... .L-1 ~ ---1------1--1----l-- ...---1 
...... s.pe.ok ...... 6.ll-!!!2,.___1---+-- ...._---1-- ·- 1-- 1----...j 
l -
4d 83 still _ . ..atila,.___...,_ ____ ... 14. ... -',j,..-,. -4-.......... 1-----1-- j....---1-- -+----J 
....... .s.tea, .. 11 . ... J.........j...,_-i..._ 1-----i..-~---! 
,~ -------- - --1t···2. ...... ........... 1----4----'·····X ... ...... ...... . ........ . 
1 X 
4d 6"i study ....... studdY ....... ---····· .. ·· .i~. _..!,t.--J.- --+---1--
,1-- -- ----····· .. ··. ···-·· ·· .... 3 ....... ···-········ ... ;!!; ..... 1-----+-- -+-----l-- l· 
........... .. Z .. X ..... 1--------4--- 4---1- -i 
1 X 
4d ~o tear 11- _...;:;t ..c:.e=a=ir,__ _____ --t--· =3""--111 .. 4 ...... - -1-----+-- -+--
...... tair ......................... ___ .18 ... ......... 1 --1--- -1-=x'-+--- +-- .._...--+----1 
................................ ------ --··.2 ..... ············· .. . ............ ..... . X ... ············ ........... . 
1 .,,. 
4d 9f tip .. ... ti.~pe::;._ __ -----i §Q .... 4'----j- -1 
tep .. 25 '3 ... X ........ _ ___ _, 
........... .. -2 ..... X ...... 
1 .,,. 
4d 6~ tried ..... t.r..i!ie. ........ _____ .. 30 ..... 4'---tf--................... - ..J...---4-- ~ -t 
... t"P.Y-ed .. 2.1. . .. 3----1- --1 ··········· .... x ... _ .....___,1----1 
·······- · .... ~"--I--.--I-- ..J...-- l ..... .x ... 1--........ ---4' 
1 
4d 7o waiting ;;:;;~ - -~: _ -~ .- -r I~_ ~-__ - .J...-----· .... 
Note : Ln the clnssificr.tion of errors by qunrtile of spelling scores , t he 
types ·of error most prominent in each quartile are checked, providing er r ors 
occur. 
Test Words 






4d 88 whip 
4d 65 won 
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Cor.non llisspellings Classification of Errors 
(/) {/) {/) 
(!) 8 0 0 
C: E (/) •rl (l) C) a, § +> a M C) C: 0 ::l 0 g !;t 0 •.-4 •r-1 +:> •rl ·r-i +> Cl) .,; ,+-) 
(.) f {I) S.. S.. +' a, Cl) (.) Cl) C) (l) Ii') C: 0 Errors 0 ·a Ill .g 0 (/) & C: ..c: ·g 0 •r-1 •rl (/) 0. 
........ wip ···-···"· ... 3.3. 4 ·•···•··••·· ···-·········· 
wipe 30 3 X 
...... _whip.e .. l.9. 2 _.x. .. 
1 y 
...... WQnA .4.8 _!;.. 
,.. ....... ..2.1. ··-i x.. 




? - -------- -+---.... 1 
.,i--- - - ------ --4----~ l.. ~ - --j..- _._.._ 4---1--
____ _____ :~: .... 1 .  ~ - - - +-----11----+- --+--
n--- -------+--t--"'2.'--lf---+----t- -+---+ .. -"-... ,. ___ .. 
1 
_ . ..... ri •• t:---=--- ---1~-4---· .... '·~ l---4-- --1--- l----l'---t--
11--- ------ - -+---11·-··.3.- 1--.....+- - - - ~ - -
11--- --------+---+ ... -?--t-- +-----+- -+--- -+---
l 
J. 
~1-- --- ----- - ·-- --- --·-................................. .................. ... -.......... -........ .......... ..-3--o- -+ - ---- 4--~I--
---······ .................... -....... __ ...... -.. ·-· ........... . 2 ........ L_ ........__ ,.___ 1--4----1:-----.1 
1 
----------1 ........... ..... 4'--1'--~---1 
u-----------1----11 .... -.1 -+-- -+----+- -+--- -+----1 
--------··· .............. .2._ ...._~- ~ - · 
1 
............................... -........ ___ ____, .......... 4 ... .. 
11-- -- - -----1----11 ..e__ 1 -+-- --1----+- ~ ---t-- l 
.... .. ..2 ........ 
l 
----·················· ·· -----le--· .... J+ ... _ .. ,. ············· ................................... .._____.__ 
11------------.. .3- ~ --.J.- --4-- ~ .......J- ...+-----I 
2 
l 
............. 4 ....... ...__-4---__, ____ ...................... .............. . . ..1 
........... ............................. -....................... .......... .... 2 ...... .. 
1 
.. ...... + .... 
Note: In the classific~tion of errors by qu~tile of spelling scores, the 
types · of error most pror:rl.nent in each quartile are checked, providing error ~ 
occur,.. 
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Test Words Cor,irnon Misspellings Clnssific~tion of Errors 
Cl) Cl) C/l 
e +J 0 




Jj Error s 
Q) § ::, (.J 0 
C: Cl) (/} •rl <l) 
C) C/) C: § +:i a J.t (:) C: 0 ::, (.J g r-1 0 •rl •rl +) •rl r-l •rl •rl +:i (/} •rl +) ,-I 
C) +) C/l H M +:i (l) <l) 
C) C/l 0 Q) (/} C: C) 
0 ·a (/) E .g 0 C/l & C: ..c: ·g 0 •rl •rl C/l 0.. 
5d 60 addition .... adt ion ................. -··············· .............. 15. .... ..4 ........... x .. ···t---+- -+-- +---11--
addion ... lO .... .......... X .-.. t----1-- +----t- -+-- , 
, ... ~.d.d.~h.i0'1 ... 10 ·-· 2···· -· .. ...._ .. +------1-- - - ~ - - -
l X 
5d 85 although .... Q.l.lt.h9...n,.._, ""E,A'h.__ _ _ _ ........f. •. 16 - ~.L-+---4- -4-- -1----t- -+-----I 
K- ------- ~ ~ .,-3. .. --. .. X.--~--4----&--...,__1--
11-- --------4-----11""-? -+----4-····X -+-~ 1-------1-- -+--~ 
t--t--~--------ff---------~--i--.;4.l'--11----..--i--1--~-~.x.- .. 
. 5d 74 arrive ..... ··_·.a_r._i_:,r_e.=============:f-··7_ .. 5~·-··!··-·-·~ ····~.-_._-_ .. + .•:-_ -_ ~4 -_ -_ -_ ..........  _··- - ~-·-_-....,· . 
11-- -- - -----+-- ····2 ........ .. x .... - ··········· 
1 -
5d 76 banana ... -be TID8 ... 50. -·"'--~~-4--+-4'-..,._ 1-- -1----1~ - 1 
.... bA:. llXUUlflL_ ____ _j .. 3.0 ...• 3.,__ _ ____ .... f-- -+---lf--4 
11-- - ---- --- --- ··-2··-·· • -A-.... -+---.J.- --1--- -+-----1- -f 
1 .... 
5d 96 beast ....he.s~-------'------1 .. .66 ····--+'·----1- ---+---1 - -+--- +----+--1· - - - - --····-........... .... J _ _____ _ ___ _ __, 
1---- - --- - - - --+- -*··· 2 ....... ·-X -····1-----+-- 4-- ---
1 .... 
Sd 83 berry .... bar.r.y. ................ ----···45 . .... 4 ~ - -+--- 1------t-- -+-- +-- 1· 
... berr.ie-.- ····-·  ............................ ... .. ..22. . ... 3. ...... . 
·············-·· ············-----+- -It- · 2 · .... ........... ·········- .................. .x. ... 1---+-........-f 
1 T 
5d 72 bonnet .. b.Qne.:r.. .__ _ ____ ---1· .. 1.9 ...... 4 .......... x ........................ - .__- ~ ........................ . 
.. b.onnit............ ..1.9 . ... ..3 .................... -r J-..----l-- -'---
.. ..2. ....... . x ...... . 
l T 
5d 95 broken .. br.o.cken ...... ···- ········· 38. .... 4.......... . ············ .............................. . 
r•- - -------·····  ........... -· '3 ... X .-.1------l- -t 
... b.r..P.0.1®..n.... ----t··l .3. .. .... 2 ................... X ..... 1---~ - -+--
brokken 8 1 T 
5d ~5 cabbage .. Q.~.P.M!3 ...... 60 ..... 4 ... ... ,__~____. -~---1 - ---J.-·-1 
... ce.bbge _ ______ .. l..?. ..... 3. .... -.. ...... x ... ........... . 
-----------1--· ... 4 ........... _ ..x ... ·······-
1 -
5d ae chalk ... chock ............... .. 3.1 . ... 4 .......... ........ ···········•- ~ - __.. 
···························· ·········· .. 3.................... -.....-............ . x ..... . 
······-... ··· ···· .... ········ .···f ··· -t--···-····· ~ - 1.X ..... T 
Note: ln the classific~tion of errors by qu~ti le of spelling scores , the 
types · of error most prominent in each qunrtile are che cked, pr ovidi ng errors 
occur. 
Test Words 
e +> 0 
0 (1) 
"' t (1) 0 -g 0 
cS 
5d 100 clear 
5d BO comfort 
5d a1 correct 
5d 73 cruel 
5d 95 delay 
5d 85 ditoh 
Iba. 89 dressed 
oa. H easier 
5d 42 enveloped 
oa. n f'ailed 
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I Cor.lI:lon llisspellings Cln.ssificat i on af Er~ors 
Errors 

















§ ::;j 0 
•n (].) +> 
::;j 0 
+' ·n :::t ·n +' +> Q) (l) 
Cl) c:: t) -g 0 Cl) ..c: ·g co 0.. 
.... c.omf.e .. .._ ____ _.. . .3.3. .... 4::T ... ---1- --+-- +----11------1----+---1 
_.c.omef .n.,.+, · .. 10 ·-·..C.-1-+--- + -X-·-1-----l---+--a--
n----------+-- n·-·?--1---___,1---+---'----.......... t--,---t 
1 'X" 
. 09reot~-----··45.. .....  l.~. --1--1-- +----11------f.- -+--
11--- --------+---1·-):.--_.___. 1----+----l····· X·· ··•······· . 
? 11-- --------+----l-.. ··1 -
.... Q.r..Yl.e. _____ ___, .. li. __ 4.~ - -'-~~~ --~-
.... a.ur.e., .... .9.. ···-14-- 1----i-•.%. .. ._._____. ___ ......... 
.... a.ur..a l ......... . ... 9 .. a---=2,,__~ ---····.x.·+----+- -+-_, 
1 -
Jie. ,'lo\!1'--"-.........:.-----J.4.0. __1.....__--+-- +--+- -+-- +-~ 1--4 
... de.ley.: . .2.0.. . .. .3. ........ -1-----4--- -'------1 .. ... JC .. -+-----1-- --1 
....... ............... ........ ·-·- ---~-· ? ·······-··· . x ............. ____.__ 
1 X 
,1---d=ic:..C:Ch-"----········ ············ ............... 45 .. 4 ................. 1-- ---~--~· 
.. dicth ........ . . ..3. ........ . X ....... ........... .... - '---·- -+----1· 
........................ ------ - --11- ·· z ······ ·--+----l-····x .... 1- --+- --+-~ 
l X 
drested · 60 ..... 4'----1- -l _ __._ _ _. 
---- ---~--1 --+--- +--~- _.._ _ _ _ , 
? .................. x ............. .... ......... . 
1 T 
.. easer ... ·············· 10 . .. 4 ................................ ...........__..___ ,_ .......... ........ . 
ii----------+-- ·· .... .3.. . .... .% ... ··- +----!······· ····· .................... -·· 
_ _ _ .. .... 2 ............................. ................... ............... x .. 
1 
. ~P.,ylope ........... .... .. 3.l ....... 4 ............. x .............. ........... ..____... _ _. 
envolo_pe .. _. ____ _,.2.7. . ... 3 .. .. .... ... x .............. ..... __..,._____._._ 
2 - -~- ··1 . ..... .JC ............... . 
.. faled ·····--······ ·············  .9.9. .. ... 4 ..... ···- ~____, 
T 
T 
......... ·-- -- ... J ............ X .... 1---'-- _J.-.- -1---.......__ 
.... ·········· ·····-· ................................. ........ .. ............. 2........ 1- ~ ~ .i.......--' .-·x ... ........... . 
. l X 
Note: In the classific~tion of errors by quc.rtile of spelling scores, the 
types ·of error most prominent in each qunrtile are checked, providing error s 
occur. 
Test Words 
e +> (J 
0 (I) t 
(I) 0 -g (J 
5d 55 figure 
5d 85 f'orever 
5d 71 try 
5d 95 grain 
5d 91 growth 
5d 91 heal th 
5c'l 85 BOOd 
5d 79 instead 
M 73 jolly 
15d 91 ladder 
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
Comon Misspellings Classificntion af Errors 
Cl) C/l C/l 
(I) 8 ;::1 C) 0 
C: {/) .,; <I) 
C) 0, § +> i t-. 0 C: 0 ;::1 C) g r-l 0 .,; . ,; +> .,; ::I •r-1 ·r-1 +> en •r-1 +> 
t.) +> {/) t-. t-. +> Cl) (!) 
() Cl) 0 Cl) en C: () 
Errors 0 ·a ti) -g 0 {/) & C: ..i::: l~ 'el<. 0 •r-f •rl C/l 0.. 
... f.1.g~r. ................................................... 3.2 . ..... 4 ...... .. 
figar 8 3.~ .......___, _ _ _ ___ _._ x--1--__ 
2 X 
1 X 
.. f..ore.en, ........ ____ __._3.8. . .. !!-"----+---~- -1--- 1------4---1-----1 
... fo.r.lti:a."'·-i;:__ _ ____ .. 26 .. x..-1--- 1--~- - -
. ..fo.r.:v:e.r.y: .. 1.7. ...... 2 ............... x .. 1----4-- -+----+----11----~ 
1 ... 
.. .frie. ______ -"..41 ... k---1~ -J...- -'------'-~ - -
.. :fr.-t .. 2.l ... ) _ ....... t-~----li--~-~- ---1 
.. .fqe.................... ..16 .............. ? -+----+----+- .. ····-X····l---r- 1 
1 -
.. .-.!:'Ml, ..... n...._ _____ ____. .. 1.2. c...k ...... ~--&.- _..._- ~---11--.-~ 
... .gr.s.W"-... _____ _.,. ..... .9 ... .3. ... _., .... .X ... -1--4---+-- 4--1--1 
11- ---------+----1~2,..__J.---+- -+-- +----J·····X·-- .......... . 
· 1 -
~ -~- -,•.li.,,..n....._.....:...-___ --i.Z.5. ··<-i-'-- ~__.__ ....__-1-----11-----1 
... grou+ .... ·'hu.....-----~ ... li.11--'-------+-----'-- -1--....-1----4-- -1--
~ ---------4--4 -? --1--- 4-----+- --+-- -t····X · .............. . 
1 T 
.... h~lt.h .................................................... .. 2.9. _ __I.Y,. . .....-1-- --i--4-- -i-----<~ .. --i_~ -.~-
... healt ................... ---··· ... 27 .... .3'---'----~ - .....1-- ~-j- --1-----I 
---········· .............. .................... ··········· ... 2 ....... .. ,,c ......... _ _.___ 
l -
.. hud.. ______ -.j· •. 2.5 .. ..... 4 ..................... ···· ······· ........................... . 
--------1------11 ·-1 __,___-1-------4-----+--¼----l 
.. µisted 
enstead 
.. .......... 2 ............................... ................. ...... . .x ..... . 
l 
...... 3..3 .. .... 4. ........................................... 1-----'--
__ _, .. 3.3 . .... .3. ........ ..... x .. ........... .___-s-__. 
.... 2 ...... . -
1 
. j .9..lY........ . .... 2.5 .. .... 4 ....... ·--+----l 
.. j .Q.ll i,,.,,e:;.._ ______ , ...... 9.: .. .3. ............ x ... 1- ~ - -4------jl---J 
.,,. 
.,,. 
2"'-+---+- -+-- , ..... x .... ._-+-----1 
1 
... lad .... erL....,.._____ .40 ..... 4...... . .............................. ~1--
.. lat.er...... . .................... .............. 8 ...... 3. ..... ... .. x .... . . 
2 . ......_ ......... __ , ..... x ... ........... .. 
1 ' -
Note: ln the classific~tion of errors by qum-tile of spelling scores , the 













5d 93 lead 
5d 95 load 
5d 68 meadow 
5d 80 nature 
5d 73 November 
5d 83 owner 
5d 72 parties 
5d 95 person 
5d 96 pipe 
6d 80 plenty 
41 
SUMMARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
Conm.on 'llisspellings Cln.ssific~tion of Errors 
! 
! U) 0) {I] 
Q) § ;:::! CJ 0 
C: U) •rl Q) 
C) U) § +> & J.i 0 C: 0 ;:::! CJ ,-, 0 •rl •r1 +> •r-l ,-, •r1 •r1 +> {I] •rl +> ,-, 
(.) {I] J.i J.i +> (I) (!) 
() {I] 0 Q) co C: (.) 
Errors 0 ·a ti) > .g 0 {I] & -~ C: ..s:: ·g 0 •rl co 0. 




,i.....:l=o=d- ------i--~.l. . ... 4= .. -J.-~--£.- ~ ---1------_____. 
..l.o.n.....,...A ______ -4.2.7. ··-·.-,__ 'i-L--'----'---'--.J----f,.-
ll-- --------+---11· 2 .......... .X.-L--4---- --+-- +--
l .,,. 
.medow.-=--------,1-'7-.7- .... J.'---l~-+-- -+-- t----4--+---
,1-- --------+---11···--2-····-···_x·....___..._ 1----+- -+---l-_ __________ _ ...2 ........ .. ... X ... 1----+-- --+-- +-- ~ 
1 .,,. 
... ~t.Q.he: . ...._r ____ --i . .2.8 .. .... 4'--JL---L---+---1---4----
1 --- ---------···.3 ·- --·L--+- _.,___ '----'-----<1----t 
11--- -------···--· ---·---· ... 2!.......+--4- 4---4---,~-+--f 
1 
_ ____ _____ _ __ ? ----1-- +----+- -+-- 4 ····.X .. 
1 X 
.. oner'---__ ............................... 12 .. . 4 ..... &....----4-- ~--i~-+- -+---f 
.. ouner...... . ............ .l.O .. .... '.L ... . 
onwer -----· .l.O. ..... 2. .... .:x ..... &....--+- --" 
l 
. persen._ ........... ................ _ ............. 13 ... . 4 ................. . 
............ . _J .. . 
--- ···-·--·······-· ··-·········· ............... 2 .......... ___.._____,___ ··· ... .x. ... .. ............ ······· .. 
1 
.p.i .e.p ....... ......... ........................................ 60 ...... 4 ............. . 
.P.JP ....... .. ---·-----20 ...... 3·----1~---1 - --+-- + ·- ---lf----r----l 
2 ............ ·-·---······  .... .. ..... . 1 . . .. 
. Pl.~.1w.,ty ... ______ ,.48 ... ... 4 ....... 1.-------1,- ---"--'--~-
. ... ....... ............... ......... . .. ,...._1 ~ .......... - -... 
2 ·········+ ··x +···---'-------'------1 
. 1 I - : 
Note: In the cl~ssific~tion of errors by qu.:-..rtile of spelling scores, the 
types · of error most promnent in en.ch qunrtile are checked, providing errors 
occur. 
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SUTu!MARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
Test Words Cotm1on llisspellings Classification of Errors 
j 
j 






I Cl) II) Cl) 0) 8 ::1 0 0 c:: Cl) •r-i (l) 
C) {/) § +' i $-t (!) C: 0 0 s :;j 0 -rl •r-i +' •r-f ::t ·r-f +' Cl) ·n +' 
{.) +' Cl) f..i $-t +' Q) (1) 
{.) Cl) 0 Q) (I) s::: 0 
0 ·a Cl) 2 .g 0 (I) & i::: ..c ·g 0 •r-f •r-i (I) 0. 
,Sa 87 se.ok ... sock .................... ......... .. 51. 4 
3 .... f ..... ···········-·· -
1 X 
100. ~ti snme .... !ih .. ,.iin......._ ____ _ .. 4.0 . .. f::. 
... chine'---- - - - ~ . .20 . .. i 
..... 2 ....... ..... .x .. 
l .,,. 
5d 81 skate ... ska...,.t _____ _ .. 42 . ..... 4 
.. 21. .... 3 .... sket.P~------
11-- --------l---li-.... 2 ..... ...... x .. ...... . 
1 -
5d 89 soil JiO..l.~'----------1··3.Q . .... 4.'--1~-1-- +-- ._....--J- -+----4 
.... S.Q.ilf' .20 .. -··'"'---4--~_.,._ _ _.__ -'--....._..1---...., 
... S.O . , .10. 2 
1 
5d 85 spare ..JiJ;l§.A:t _ ___:. ___ __..6.Q . .... 4 ............................ +----l-- -l----1b---4 
ii--- ------...... _ ............. , . .3._ '----"'-- --1--- '--........l· .... x ............ . 
- ----------- ···? ..... x .... ........... . 
1 V 
5d 83 star ... B.t~r.!i! .................. -------1-.60 .... ../.,,..........j1----+-- +---11-----+- -1-__ ... . .. .. 
... 3 ........ . 
-------- c---a-· .... 2 ........ ............... x .... 1----+- -•·· .......... ........... . , .,,. 
~d 56 st opped .st.op.e, ...... n _____ ---1 .. 8.6 ........ 4 ......... x .... - -1----
----·----if..--11-... 3 ......... -.. x. .... 1----+-- -4-- +-------t- -l 
... ...... .... 2 ........ ..... ;x .... ........... ~ - - -4--- 4--
1 .... 
5d 47 supposed ... s.uposad...... .... .. .... 31 ..... 4. ....... ... .x .............. 1----+-- --t-----1 
.. s.apas.e.d ................... ----1·19· ... J ........ .. x .... ............ 1- --+- ---1 .... .................. . 
__ ...,_ .... 2 ...... . 1----4-- ---1· ... ..x. ....... .. 
1 .... 
5d 88 tender .tinder .......... . ------1-l .6 ...... 4 ........... c.--. ..................... - -l--- &.----+-
. .. J ._1~ ..-+---1------11- --J.- --+--- ~ 
n--=:2,._~...-1----1--- 1 .............. .... .X ... .......... .. 
1 
5d 87 thread .. thr..e..; ....... 13 ..... 4. ...... ....................... ,- ~ -
.. tr..ed............... .. .................................... ..... 8 . . .. 3 ........ .............. ·-+------I - +-----1-........... ............................... ........ ............. ...... .... . 1 ..... f .... x .... , ......... l ... 
T 
Note: [n the clnssificction of errors by qum-tile of spelling scores, the 
types · of error most proninent in each qunrtilo are checked, providing errors 
oocur. 
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SUMliARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
Test Words CoL1TJon Misspellings Clnssificntion of Errors 
e +l 0 
0 Q) 
'r S-c S-c 
a.> 0 -g 0 
cS Errors 
CJ) (I) C/l 
Q) g C) 0 
C: rn CJ) ·n Q) 
C) fl) C: § +> i 0 C: 0 ;::$ 0 g :;I 0 •r-1 ·n +> ·n ;:j ·n +> C/l •n +> 
(.) +J Cl) f-1 S-c +l c:> (!) 
() {/l 0 (!) {/l C: 0 
0 ·a (IJ .g 0 {/l & C: ·g 0 •n ·n [/) 0. 
5d 81 torn ... t .or..e ..... n__ _ ··········-····· ........... .. 15 .. .... 4 ....... 
tron 9 3 X 
11------------+---ll-·····2 -.. - .. YA-+--4-- -1-- +-~'---j 
1 X 
Sd · 51 truly .. tr.ue.ly. .. --------t··7.3 .. . .J ... + .. L --+- --1 ... X -.. 1----1-- --1-- +--1 
K- --------+-------4·- 1 --X--1--.---L--'--"'-
1•------------··-··-? -+-__. . ..x._ . ....__ 1---t--+-----1 
1 .... 
5d 89 unable .. ena.bl.:--.1:1- -----1-26 .. ..... 4.·--jf-__.__ ...____. __ ._ .. _ ............. .. una.b.e 1 .. 17 ..... :-3 _ ____ _. ..... .x ..... 1--_._---1-
....._? -1-- +----+- --1· -.. x·· ............ -. .......... . l~---------+-.........,.. .... 1 X 
5d 63 valley .. vally: 68 _L!:t:.. -4- -+-~1---4--4--¼---J 
1 -- ------- -4--4· .. 3 ........ ~_,..___....._~-~--11----1 
H----------+-- .... 2 ....... ...... X .. 1----1---1--+-~--1 
l ,r 
5d 91 whenever ~~Y.~f'w-..:-V· ___ __, .. 4.~ . .... J+.--J.-l---l'----l-- l---+-- 4--4 
----------11----11· ... J_ ..__~- -l--- ·'----1- -+--
- ----------·2 ·-···'--~- 4-- ...____, _ _ _ 
1 T 
41-- ---·· ...................... - .....J-- .... 4.---'- -+-- 1------+- --1--- ._·•-- -
..... ...... .... .......... ............. ... ...................... _ ... ...... ..... ..... IJ.-----1L-l----
ll-----------+-- 2 ........... .. ....... 1---1---
1 
--------1- -11 .... 4 ..... ............ . 
________ _,_--11 ... ,...._ 1 --+-- +---+- -+-- +---1f---J 
----.... .. ............. ...... .. ........ ..2 .. . 
1 
.... /.+ ...... . 
li----------1············ .... ~' -+-- 1 
_ ...._.. .......... 2 ...... . ----<~~- --1·· .. ············· .. .. ·.·· 
1 
. ............ ........... .......... ...... ----Ir---·· ... . 4-...... ............. . 
.. _ ............. ..... .. --------+-- lt···.3····-··'----4- -J-...- ~-- ---
2 ·· y · . ........... . 
.... ,................................ ................................ . .. 4 .. _, ,,. ............. ............ . ................... . 
--- ___ _ _ ,....._.__ ... 3 ........ ~- --+- 4--- ----l 
.. ......... .. ... .................... ········· ..... ............................. ,1--=2 ---+- +----+-----4--1----+---------l-
l 
Note: [n the clnssific~tion of errors by qunrtile of spelling scores, the 
types · of error most proninent in each qunrtile are checked, providing errors 
occurr 
Test Words 







6d 98 airport 
6d 92 army 
6d 80 average 
6cl SC belief 
6d 98 brass 
6d 90 butterfly 
6d 9f cast 
6d 93 chestnut 
16d 69 column 
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
ConBnon Misspellings Clnssifi cntion of Errors 
11) (/) Cl) 
Errors 
a> 8 0 0 
C: Cl) •rl (I) 
CJ Cb § +' i (!) C: 0 0 
:;I 0 •ri •ri +> •rl , ,-f {/) •ri ¥ 
0 ti) H +' a, (!) 
0 Cl) a, ti) C: 0 
0 ·g .g 0 Cl) & ..c: ·g 0 •ri •rl ti) 0. 
... ac.ke. ______ ---1 .. 25 .... .4. ... -... x .... 
ake . io -·~····· . X -·+- - +------ 1---1 
n-- --------- -1---11-=2'--l----t---+-- +--.... +---+-~ 
1 
..... M.1:'.J;l.Qr'j;;'--____ _. . .3.8 I. ... : •.. 
- --------~--.. 3c.-1---+- -+-- +----l'---t-<-
- -------·-~--- _,.?.__,.___--l-_ -l-_ -l--~I---+~ , 
... .ar.me,:-'--------1..3.8 .... ·! ···---·-- -------1---t--~.-+--
- ---------+---··"~-- ___. _ __. ,: ··· 
. .a.nr..age.,..._ ____ --'-_3.3 ...... l:..~1---+----__,~-....... _ _...__ 
11----------~- ... .J ..... .. -.X .. 1----1-- ........ -+---le---l 
ll-- ------~-1.--.... i ..._l----+-+----l-•..Z.-·+----i--l 
l X 
...1>.!Uefe 27 .~ . ..,'·i---~--1-.. x .... -1---1----¼----
bel ieve .1.?. .J___._~-J- ..-4 ..... x .... -········· .......... . 




·········-·············· ··. 50 .. 4---4- --4-----1-- -+--..,__-+----4 
---··· Jm .. - 3~~-+-- -1-----1-- --4-- +-- • 
---·················· ··----+- ... 2.c..-1....-~ - ----1·· .. x ... 1----1------t , 
"Ir 
... hutt..e.r.f.lie, __ _ l 
- ----------- ···? 
............. .............................. .. ----·• .--t-- -+---1- -1- ... X .... -1----1---1 
1 T 
.. oask..................... ........... . .. i?. .. .... 4.,__..__. _____ _ 
.,....::;ka=st--=---- ----1J,§. ..3......... y ................ ........... . 
........................................ -----4-- .... 2 .. 
1 
..X ..... 1----+- -+-- +-
X 
.chesnut ,QQ ..... 4•-1------1-- -1-----1-- ·--- ~ 
u....:::o.:::h:.::.e-=-se=n=.:u::.:t=-- ----,.l..?... . . .3. ........ _.x ... 1--- ---1---1 -----1f-----+-----l - ------------· i ... ... X .... 1-· +---t--... .----1- -1 
... o.o.lurn ..... 24. _4 ........ .... x .. ··········•- --1-- ~--1 
... c.olum.e. .......... ... ................... .. ··---······ .1.9 . . .. 3 ........ ............... _ ......___. ..... x ... ............ . 
.. col.om .. ................................................ 1.5 ... ... ?...... .. . .......... x .... ...._---+---1 
1 .. 
Note: In the cla.ssific~tion of errors by qunrtile of spelling scores, the 
types · of error most prominent in ea.ch qunrtile are checked, providing errors 
ooc~ 
Test Words 







6d 50 consider 
6d 9S county 
6d 9C damage 
6d 8€ demand 
6d 80 direct 
6d 72 division 
6d 92 dumb 
6d 7f elbow 
6d n exactly 
6d 6E failure 
45 
SUlruARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
CoLJOon Misspellings Clnssification af Errors 
0) 0) Ill 
Q) g ;j 0 a 
Errors 
C: c:o , ,-f i Cl a, § (!) C: 0 ;j () g :;t 0 •r-1 •r-1 +> •r-f ::I •r-1 t 0'.l •r-1 +> 0 Cl) H +> a> (!) 
0 Cl) (!) (1) 0'.l i:: (.) 
0 -g E .g 0 f/1 & 0 •r-1 •r-f Cl) -a ·g 
..... o.@ .O..i:v.jJr ___ _ ... 16. 4 . __ .. __ ···-X 
consiter 14 3 X 




. .2_. __ .... 
) .,,. 
.. da,mmage .... ---- ·-·- _3.5 _.J.. ._,2 .,. 
') .JC ·--1 
T 
.... deman"'-------- _6.5. _,l. 
.. 3.Q ·-d.~mN1-~.d ______ . __ 3.. __ ,. _ _x, 
.... i .. .i. 
1 .,,. 
...clil;;.e.c.t._ .. , ..... ___ __. . .23 __1.~-+-- +--+- -+-- -+---,~4 
1-- -------....J-------.3--.--4- ~ . ..x ...... -····- ·l----+- --+---1 
_ ______________ 2 .... x. .. ~~- -+--+-- · 
1 X 
... di vision .......... ____ _ 4.3. _ .. 4.-.... ·--.X .. 1-----1-- - - ~ -._-+_-.~-
··· ········-········----- -.l ·-···· ... _.X .. ~-+-- -+-- ~--+- -1-
--------+- --It 2 .. - ·- ---, .,. 
.. d1 ffn .. 52 ...... 4 c-----,i----+-- +-----+- --1··.--- ···· .. x .... 
... d.amh..._ ___ ................. ·--·-·  .. 18 ..... ....__ 1 --1------11------1 
------------·-·2·-······ ...... .x .. ............................... -..... ~- -4- -4 
1 ... 
... e.lb.o-.... ··-··-------1 60 ..... 4 ........ . -.. .x .. 1-----4-- ~ ~1--
... a~ .. 10 . ... J ._ ........ -.Jt. . ... ~1--~ - -4---1 
... alhough........... ..... .. .... 8 .. .-2 ._ ...... .x ... ......__,_____,_ .. _ ........ ...... _ ..... ·- ··· ... . 
1 T 
. excatlY ..... ____ .........,J.e. ...... 4--1-- -1-.. X .... ······-··-·· ............ j....--'1- -1 
... exactaly .. 11 .... ...,_ 1 -1--- --- · .... x .... 1---___..._ 4----... .. 
··················- ··-··-.. ········--······· --- -··11-'2:::..----1--- ..._.........._ _ ___. .. _._ ..... ...... X .. ........... . 
1 
... f .~.il.e.r ........ 15. ... 4.-... . ..... .x .. ........ ... . 
... falure._ ..................... -...... .. . -........... 11 . .... ~1 __ .... ..... .x ... .__--+--
-=2---+-~ --1----'·····,x.. .. .,_-+--+ 
. l 
Note: In the classificntion of errors by quartile of spelling scores , the 







(I) 0 -g 0 
5 
6d 98 flash 
6d 70 fuel 
6d 80 goal 
6d 98 heap 
6d 80 huge 
6d 80 include 
6d 9C January 
6d 88 latter 
6d 70 linen 
6d 98 map 
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
Coraraon Misspellings Clussificntion af Errors 
(D C/) fl) 
Q) 8 ::I 0 0 
C: Ill •r-1 Q) 
c:> 0) § +> i J.t 0 C: 0 ;:;1 0 
0 •r-1 .,; +' .,; 
•r-1 t fl) •r-1 +' 0 +' Cl) $-t +> a, (!) t) Ill C) Q) 0) C: 0 
0 ·a Ill .g 0 0) Errors & C: .c: ·g 0 •r-1 •r-1 Cl) 0.. 
... t..l.~o.h ... 1.5.. 4 
3 
···•···-·· 2 X 
1 X 
_.t.ul~ _2.2 4 
. ..£ .... , Hl -1 ·-~· 
2 
1 ... 
.. gol.e. .. 33. _k, 
.... g"1A .. 20 _ .. 3 
11--- ----------····2·-···  ...... X. ·- ····· ... ·--·····1---+- -f---- 1 
l X 
.. he.a.p.e ______ _, .. .50. _.l:..c.......11--~---'------........ - 1 
... he.ep .,I;,. ..,...,_.i:: .. _1"---+----l~~-4--+--4---1 
n-- --------1---1-... -4'--1---+- -+-- -t-----l- -+-t 
1 .. 
~ \.1,1,1·"~-A--\.---'-----1·29· ·-.... '·~1---+- ..+--l----f--+--4· 
•~------------..... 3.- 1.---..- --1--=x'-+-- -t--- 1------1 
II-- --- - ------? .......... _...._ ___ -l···--X..··1---+-----1· 
l X 
,i---=in=c=lu=e~d~ -------+·33 . . .J ...... - - ---+-----11-----+-T..._ ... --- ~ · 
.. enclu,,_,d=e,._ ____ ...... 2.0 ... ..3 ...................................... X .-1------1-- ~--1 
includl2 .. 2 .................. ............ i........-i.- -l---- -~ 
l 
. Janure.ry,. ............ ___ · .. ss . 4 ..... . 
-------+-----ll··----1 -+---+·.X .... f----f- -+- -t----l 
.... -?~___. ... X ... . . 
l T 
... later .............. --- 8.5 ...... 4. ................... __.._--4-- --+---
- ---------1--.......G·· .. J. .............. X .. -1---~- ~ - +----I 
- --f- -B····2 _ ....... .X. .. 1----~- 4-.....--1~--t--
l T 
.. linne,._.n_____ .50 .... 4 '--1.---+- -+-- 1-----½- -¼---4 
___ __ ,. _,_ 1 -1----~ .. x ..... -··-'-----'-- ....j 
2 ····- .x .-----... - -~ 1 y 
... mat········---- -···· .. §.Q . ... 4 '--jf--f--- -t - -4-- -+--- +-----t 
.. mape ......................................... _ .............. 30 ... .3 -····• _ _.,____ ...,___.__ T.~ ................ . 
············· .................................................................... 2 ........ ....................... ..... :lt .... ~-+--+----1-
1 T , 
Note: In the classification of errors by qunrtile of spelling scores , the 
types · of error most prominent in each qunrtilc are checked, providing errors 
occur. 
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
Test Words · Cor.non lli s spell ings Cl n.ssificntion af Er r ors 
a, (/) C/l 






(I) 8 ;:! 0 0 
C: 2 ti] •r-1 0) CD Cl} § oj,,l i H 0 C: 0 (.) g 0 •r-1 •r-1 ..., •r-1 ::1 •r-1 t ti) •r-1 +> 0 (/) H +> 0) (!) 
0 {/) (!) (l) C7l s:: 0 
0 ·a (I) i: .g 0 ti) & s:: ..c= ·g 'eR ·o •r-1 •r'I ti) 0. 
6d 7C mighty .. Jnit.,....y ___ ----1 ... 3.2. .... 4.. ..... .. X ...... ........... ·-··-·-·+----1- -+--
.. mittv .1.6. --~ ........ -.... _--4- --f--- --+-----'~ 
,i------------+----··2 ....... ·- - -L---'----1--+-=X'-'·-··-
l X 
6d 53 moral .. morr.,,..nw.,_._ ________ 3.3 . .__4::i:.. ---1- -L- .L----J.__~_ ......... ........ . 
.. .mo.r.-, . .1a ... 3 -x.- -------
, _ _________ _ ...... -? .....____.._ . .l,....-. -1-------f- -+- -+--- 1 
1 .... 
6d 90 newspaper .. :nmt.P-§.P.J?..e. .. _r-___ ~_la ~ -.1...-..i_--1 _ __,__.___J._ -4-----_ 
.. .m.ew.pape ,. ..1.1 ... -3"--...____.__x ............. ---f- -+- -+------t-
? G-- ---- ----+---+··, X 
6d 90 onion .fl--'o--'--i-'-o=n ________ li.. l. 
u....::o=n=i=n'---------1---'9,~ 1...._ ___ ~_.... _ _.__ ~---1~ -1 
1--------------.... 2 ............ .x .. .f.--+- -f---+--..--l 
1 ..,,. 
6d 87 palm iw,____-'--___ _.· .. 4.o ...... "''-· -1--4_ 4--_ ~--+- -t----f· 
11----- --------1---····· ... J- 1---+- -+-- l-----f- -+--~ 11--- ---------+------? --1--i--....... - -+-=..iir·--·t---+- --¼ 
1 y 
6d 87 perhaps .. P.~~P..~ .................... ----1-·2.5 .. .. J._ ....__ -'-------1-- -+-- .--+. -. - -+-... ,....-. . ---1_ 
perha~es .......... .......................... 1.7.. _..,_1'--,._-"-- -l----1 ..... x .... 1-----+- -1-
- --- - ····2 ....... ·--+---1- -t---+----11----,I 
1 X 
6d 80 polite .Poligh~t-'---_____ 2==0'--ll . 4 .......................... 1--------+-- --+----1--
.p.lit.P. .15. . .. 3 ........... .X..-t-----f--- +-----'1- --+--l 
. p.ol.i+. .. 12. ..2. ....... .. x ... .......... . 
1 y 
6d 7tJ pre sident . presedeil,1i .... -------j 17.,,,.__ l. __._.._ ....._~ _ _. ..... x .... ···········-·· ..... 
. nresdient .. l.4. .. _ .. ,_ 1 -+--__,1-------1··x.·.+----t- -+-----1 
················ ........... .... 2 ····· ............ ···-·  ... .......... -4- -+- ...f........-l.yi-.l 
1 'Y' 
6d 75 promise ... P=-r=omJ.=· s=------·········· .?..5. ...... 4·- ~~- -4--- - - - -..........j 
. promised ___ _.,l..?. .... 3 ........ ... .X .... ............ ,1.......---1- --+.- ...J-------1 
2 y 
1 -
6d 60 purpose .per pos e .3.l. .... 4 ........ 1- .......1-- -1--~~- - --1 
... p.ur.pus ................................................ . 10... . .J ........ ,- ~__. .... x ..... f..-----1-- ....J----t 
······· ............................................... -............. ··········· .... 2 ....... . - -1.--........1 .... .X .... J---+- -I-
1 - , 
Note: ln the cln.ssificn.t i on of errors by qur..rtile of spelling scores , t he 
types · of error most prominent in each qunrtile are checked, pr oviding e rrors 
occur. 
Test Words 






6d 30 raisin 
6d 5~ recite 
6d 70 represent 
6d 93 ripe 
6c 9' sale 
6d 87 scold 
6d 63 separate 
6d 97 shout 
6d 9' sixty 
Gd 8t soda 
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
Coram.on Misspellings Cl n.ssificntion af Errors 
(/) II) II) 
i 8 0 {I) •rl ti) § ..., Cl) C 0 (.) i 
.~ . 
0 •rl •r-l +> •r-1 ' t:l . •.-f {I) •r-1 +> 
Errors 
0 m· f-1 M +> . ~· (!) 0 {I) (!) Cl) . 0) 0 
0 ~g fJl ,g 0 Cl) & r:: ..c: ·g 0 •ri •ri {/) 0. 
... .r..a.s.-in...._ ___ ............................ a.1 ..... 4..-........ x. ... J---J-- -+---1----1>--
raison 29 3 x ll-- -------~ --1, ... -.......... f---+--t----lf---+- -+---f 
._.rai sen ._.2.6.il-!'2=--1---+--+----lt-···.,,.--1----1-___. 
1 X 
.... T.~§.it .. =e ______ .. ~8. ___ 4 .. . -+--t---1 , .... . .. 'Y.._-+-- 1----1 
·-·~e.sighi: __ 3.0 .. _3. -
11-- --------4----,11. ... ?---- --- -t··A.... .., -+-- 1--~ 
1 y 
... r..~p..~unt ... ____ ...... 14 .. -~1....._--1-~--1--+-- ~ 
... .r.ep.ar.s.e.n+: ... 12 .... 2 ____ -t .. . .x. •l----1-- -+----4 
... l"_~.p;r~.U~ 8 __ ? ..,. .__~--•· 
1 X 
... w.r ipe 4~ .... 4.'---<1----+- +--1-----t---+---1 
.... ri.Jl'-n ______ _...,....,,,2iL...,1,..__~ --a. ... X...,__~ _ _., _ _,_--l 
2 - ---------1--.... i .... x.. 
_aail __ ~----1 ... Zo -"fo--'· -J.---1- ~--1- -1-- ...._~. 
- ----______ _ _ .J_ t--- +- -+-- 1----f- --+---f 
11-- ---------½----... -2 -1-_ ...._---4-_ --4 .... _ ........ ...... .;ic .. ........... . 
1 T 
. ... sooled ........... -----1·· ... 2.6 .... 4 -...J1-~--1----11--------+--1-~· 
.... ~.QA.Q.l .d .... . ...... l .7 .. ..3__. _ _. ... .X. .. 1-----4-- --4------f-
... Jik.Q.ld ... 13 . ... ?""-·· --t-- -4·· ... X ... 1----~- ~ - -1----1 
1 
.. s.eper.at-.A ____ ..... ... 71 . .... 4 ........... x ..... ·---f-------+---
- -----------····-1 -+---1----+---- -r- l-- ----1 
................ 2 ......... ··--+---+--•·-·· .. X --~----f- -+ 
1 ..... 
... .shought ............ ---~ .. 6.6 .... 4 ......... - ........ --1~- ~ - ~ -
.... shaw.t .. .16 .. .J. .......... ---11---~--1------1 
····· ......... .. . . ..2 ....... 1-----1-- -1--- 1----1-... X...... . ........ . 
1 X 
.... $.~~_y: ... 2.0 ... 4--1---~ 
.... ~.i~~-------t···l3 .... 3---1~ ......... - -1-----t-- -+-- +--t 
2 
1 
..... s.o.d.!",.,.._ _____ ... 16 .... 4 .. . 
----------···· ........... ... 1 ....... ... ....................... f----f-- -+-- --J---1 
n-.c.:2:...-1---+- -+----I· -....+---½- -+ 
1 T 
Note: [n the clnssificn.tion of errors by quor"tile of spelling scores , the 
types ·of error most prominent in each qunrtile are checked, providing errors 
occur. 
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
Test Words Cor.non llisspellings Classification af Errors 
0) (I) (I) 
Q) · g :=$ 
f -+' 
0 0 
C: 2 co •r-i <l) 0 (l) (I) § -+' a 0 t M (l) C: 0 ;:j (.) .. g 0 •r-i •r-i +:> •r-i ::I •r-i +:> (I) ..... +l 
Q) 0 (.) Cl) M M +:> Q) (!) '2 (.) 0 Cl) 0 Q) 0) C: 0 0 ·g If) t .g 0 If) c5 Errors & C: .c= ·g 0 •r-i ·r-l co 0. 




6d 83 statement •. .§.t.a.tmen_+. _ _ _ _ _ ,.... .. .5.5 ...... 4<---1--....--1-- -4-- 1---4- -1-- -I 
ll--- ------ -'-_..._3 ... _ .. x.---1-----1-----1-- ---
11-- --------4----ll-•2 ...... ...x... .. ,1----- -1-- ---1 
1 ,... 
6d 90 strain II---... S:_:t_r._•,.,.A_T1-_ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_--<: -4l_. ···; ·- .·~ ·· ........... ,------ -+-~ 
1 ---- ----- - -+-----i.-.. 2 .................... ,1--------+--~--1·-;i!:;····-- .......... . 
1 X 
0<1 n swimming 11-sw_ im_ in~lg...._ ___ --1-~7~l~L X 
----- ---~1---4.~1"'-. --1-=X=-t--+-- -+-- +-~f----l 
- - --- -----11----1-... Z X 
1 X 
6d 75 thirsty ~UtJ.~.~--- - -· ..... 25 .• ...,.L1<-~---1-- -4---- ~---1F--..----.1· 
thurstv 18 ... J____._ -f .... X .. 1----- -1---1 
- ---------- - ·· -? -+--- +---+- -f··--·x ... ····-····· 
1 T 
6d 90 training .... tranm_g _____ -,. .. 6.0 . .... _L _ ___.. ... .. ---- __ .. 
--- ... ........... . .... 3 • ... ...... .A-.... -1-------+- -1-- +----f-- --+ 
_ _ _ ....... 2. .......... X .... ........... 1-----1-- - - - ~ 
l .... 
6d 90 unhappy .. \Ul.hE!.p.p,y.,._ ____ •.. 5.0 .4 ............... ~- --- -4----- I-- +--+ 
---------... ...._1 _ ____, 
-------······ ··"" .. -2. ..................... ... x .. . 
l ... 
6d 97 vegetable .. vegtable .3..1. .... 4 ........ x ...... ---~-1--
... Y.~g.$..lf!.b.l.Q'--------1···.19. . . ..3 ....... .. x ...... ........................ '---- .....f 
----···2 ................. J.-...+---,1 ...... .x. ... ·············  ....... .... . 
1 V 
6d 60 western • .w.e..s.t.r.e._Hn ___ ... . ,. ........... .. 60 .. • .4'----Ji----½--- 1 
.. westen _____ .. 20 ..... 3 ........ ~-+- +-- ~-1-- --t-------1 
----1--D·· ·f - 1----+- -i--.A.: 1-- -¼------lf---~ 
6d 97 world ... w.o.ur.d ..... ___ ················· ...... .. 50 .... 4. ..... . ................. . 
... w.or.a ld......... ..25. . .. 1..,____,_----1. 
2 X ······· ........... . ................... ............... .......................... ................ ............. "-'---I------ - ·--+------+ 
1 I X 
Note: [n the classification of errors by qun.rtile of spelling scores, the 
types·of error most prominent in each quartile are che~ked, providing error s 
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
Test Words Connon Misspellings Classification of Errors 
Cl) 
Q) 
e 0 C: () C) 
0 (l) CD t !;I 
(1) 0 () 
'g O' CJ 0 
8 '* Errors & * 
JO Cl) 
8 ;:! 0 
(ll •r-1 (I) 
Cl) § +> i C: 0 ;:! (.) 
0 •r-1 •r-1 +> •r-1 
•r-1 +I (/) •r-t +> en M M +I a, (!) 
{/) (!) (!) Cl) C: (.) ·g (/) .g 0 Cl) -~ ..c ·g 0 •r-1 Cl) 0. 
7d 39 accomodate ... ~o.o.o.m.Qdate .. 7.1. . . 4 .... 
3 
H--- -------+-_...··-··+·······1- X--t-- +----4 - -+----1--f 
2 X 
t-.::;-;-t--=-t--.:--:--....-,.~-----1!,,-----------11---1-.:;l;__~-1--..i--J---11--~~x_ 7d 72 admission 4 
7d 93 ample 
7d 85 approve 
7d 79 attach 
7d 88 aware 
7d 98 behalf' 
7d 90 brain 
7d 83 capable 
7d 75 champion 
..a.ddmis.s,..._i ......._ n -  __ ~ A.5.. .~ .... 1··- - --x---1--.i---.-
J~,dmi~.io.n l2_ ~.?-- -.. x ..... 1-----.-4- ..-..- -+--1 
l .x 
.ampil~,.,__ _ _ ___ ....,..._, , 9 .. ...,4!!- .+---l'----t-- ..f..---41-- - -··· 
.. amp"', .J..5. . ... .Ja<.---1---+--+- -'-- -1--~1---I 
.. MJ.J;LlJl.1 _..a_. ··--?-+-_ _ _ _ ....,::--_.1----f.- -t-- l 
1 X 
a,LC_nro.;;..v.:...e _ _____ -+==5;.;:3:...a---'·""··'" - ------- .---l--..J.--+--- • 
11--- --------+---.. -3··-- - ·~-··&--+- ~--+-----<f---1 
n--- ------ - -J---+···2····- .... X ... 11-----1-- -1--- ~ - - -1 
1 
..!.i M ~'-=-- -'-----~2~8~ .---l-1-_ -1--...--4-- -1-- -1-~ -...-'-
attache ...... 14 .... 3 ... . x ... ,.__--1--- -1 - ~ - -+--.i 
----···-?-+-- 1· T...._+-~f---f·····- ····· .......• ... . 
l y 
.. awear _ _ _ 3.3 •.•.. 4. ....... a...--4-- -1--- l----l- -+-~ 
.......... . ... 1 ............... x ..... 11---.......J-- -+----l· 
11- - --- ------+-- ·I-··· 2-..................... ......... ···· ······· ... .x .... ~--1----1 
1 .,,. 
.b.!;1,b.~y_e,.__ ____ --1'.l.6 .. ... 4 .... ············ ........... . 
--------+---1---1 -+-- +------+- -+-- +-----lf----f 
? X ············· ·········---
l X 
. br.f;Ul ........................ . ............. 4.0 ...... A .... -.. .... x .... 1------ -1-------
. br. .... i~ ... .._ _ _ _ _ __ ....... 20... . . .3 ....... ... x ... -1----1---- -1--~ .....•.. - .. ...•...... 
..... ........ ......... ... 2 .................. ..... X ..... -1----+- ~ 
1 X 
.capeable 58 .... 4 '---11----+- -+----J - ~--' 
-------- ··· ·····  . .3-- - - ····:1.. ... 1---........ - .....&---+----I 
--- - --·············· ............ 2 ..... X ... .... . 
1 T 
ohampian. ............... _ ........................... .25 .. -4 ........ .................... ......................... . 
.cam.pi.on ................................... .. ........ 15._. . ..3 ........ ~- --4-- -+-----J ... .x. ........................... . 
, .................... ··································· ······· ·······- .... ?. .... . ... x .... ....... ... t ········· .__ _ _ _ 
1 I . Y 
Note: [n the clnssific~tion of errors by qur.rtile of spelling scores~ the 
types ·of error most prominent in ench qunrtilo are checked, providing errors 
occur1 
Test Words 
e +> 0 
0 (l) 
h ,g 0 0 
C'J 
7d 84 cistern 
7 d 70 o omm.5:c-cee 
7d 50 conscious 
7d 88 conversation 
7d 91 creamery 
7d 88 curve 
7d 90 dentist 
7d 87 director 
7a 1 tj·, due 
7d 80 endure 
bl 
SUMMARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
Coamon lli sspell ings Clnssifi cntion of Error s 
i 
! 
' {/) II) (I) 
Q) 8 ::s 0 0 
Errors 
C: (I) (/) •r-i (l) 
C) {/) c:: § +> i F-t (!) C: 0 :;$ 0 
r-i 0 •r-1 •f"i +> •r-1 
•r-1 .,.., +> (I) •r-i +> 
0 (I) i:., +> (I) (l) 
0 en © (I) II) C: 0 
0 ·a Ill .g 0 tll & C: -a. ·a 0 •r-i •r-4 tll 
.. sistern ___ .......................... 54-......... 4-'--+----
3 ... ois.t. .1.8 .. ···-·~ ....... .. i.-- -t---~- -1 ..... x. ............ ....._.- -1 
2 .. -.x .. .. 1-----1-~ 
1 x_ 
11--"c-=-o=m=it .....t...__e=e=---- ---+3.f;i. _-!,. . .t...-+---1~- ------- -1 
.c.ommib.w.1-" ----~ .2a ...... J..-1-+-- -+---11----J.---+-·:X:- '--······ 
? - --------- - -11··-, .... x ... -
.consious ···- -.. --- -·~-0 .. ..... l.~1---J.- -1--+----1--~'--
_0.on.a.io.u R .2.1. . .. ...?. .......... ..x. ......... -.. ..---· ... +.---1---J- -1 
- ------------11-· ... 2 ...... -··X -.1----t----f--- ---- -1 
1 .,,. 
_ convesation ...... --- . .2.5 .. _ .. ,L!:I:. --li---+--+-- +--+----½---1. 
... c..Qnv.~r~t.i~.,, 1.6 ... .3. .. _ .... .x .• 1--~- +------1- -+----1 
11-- -------- - ..a. ... 2 ....... .... JC .. ~ --+--1---4---l~-I 
1 
...QJ:~NJ),f;!.,__V_..,_ ____ -1.3.Q .... J-'+-.--4---1-----1'---+- -+- -+---I 
.. Q.;r.em~r .20... . .. .3. ........ ..... .x ... ............ -··········· .............. ........ ............... . 
.. 0.r..e.,;i,","w,"_J!.."- - ----~·10 ... ..2. ....... ..... x ... &.-.-..4-- --1---1------
l .,.. 
... c..i.rv.e ............... ...... _ ........ ......................... 16.. . . .4 ........ 1...---1.--'- - --4'----+- -1_ .._'-. -._-1 .. 
.. cer.:ve .................... ___ ........ 1.2. ..-3 ....... . 
11----·· .. ········ ............ --- - -lt···2 ....... ·-....J-- -i----l~--1-- -1-----1 
1 
. dent.e.s+-.,__ __ _ .. $5 .. .... 4 .. ................................................... 1----.......... ----1 
--------- - --11 .... 3 ............... . . ..... ....... .... X ...... ....___._ -1 
... .2. ....... ...... ...... ... ... ... . ............ ... .x. ..... ...__~-
1 -
.4.irecter ... ............ -..................... 24 ..... 4 ...... . 
- ---......................... .. ----l---.......ft• .. J'-------' .... X ..... ...... . 
·----- ····2 ... -- .L-..........a ..... x ...... 1----+- -1 
1 X 
do _ _ __ .... 1:.9 ... ..... 4,_ ................... _ 
.dew .... ... --- - --·- ···  40 ... ... 3 . ....... ..... ......... - -+--_ ...._ ......... .... x .... ............ . 
2 ------- ···1 _ ........................ x .... .... ....... . .... 
.. ;i.P..4Y.r..'3"·- _ _ ........................... 10 ... ... l.=·· ~ - ...... 
........ .................... ............ ··- .............. ... ............ . . .3 .. 
. ... ....... ..?. .... .. ............. ............ 1-----4-- ....j .... x ................ . 
. 1 .,,. 
Note: In the clcssific~tion of er rors by qu~tile of spelling scores , the 
types ·of error most pror:rl.nent in each qunrtilo are checked, pr oviding errors 
occur. 
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
Test Words I CorarlOn Uisspellings Classification af Errors 
Cl) -u.: (/) 
Q) 








(.) fu 0 
& 
0 •M •.-l +' ~rl ::f ·.-l +' Cl) •.-l ,+) 
Cl) s-. M +> C) (!) 
II) 0 (l) O') i:: 0 ·a U) ] 0 Cl) -~ ..c: ·g 0 "1'-1 a. 




7d 84 extend .. extand~-----·30 . .. -.::i.4. --+--t---4--i--1-
.. .exs.t.end .25.. •... _1....._+-~- -1-~ ... ..x ... 
______ .......... ........ . _ ....... .... . -? .....,____. .. x... 
1 ... 
7d 87 firm .f.e_r......_m ______ .. fill. ._,/,.~..f---il---1--- ...J.--+ 
________ __. _ _._.)"---+---i- -+-- X 
? , ......... , ... ... x. __ --- ----· ........•... 
X 
7d 92 French .. F.r.fmo .. ,.li,._ ____ -1,.60.. . .. l.,,., .. ~--1-- +----1,---
n--- --------1-_... ... ....._ 1-1-- -1---4-- ---4 
11--- --- ·-----+--.... ?"-..-~---J- --l---+--
.... x ... 
.... x. .. ·-··--· 
1 y 
7d 94 general lu,~=a.,,,_l_-'--___ _. 33 .. ... ~1·~~-+--t---+---1 
--~ - ---1--.......... J. ........ -1----+.- -l---~-.... .x. .. 
ii-- -- - ------l----¼···-2-+-- .J--4----+-- -+ 
1 ..,. 
7d 76 grease 
·- '- ---·g'""'r'---'e-"s ______ ................... 35. . 4 ~:.......--+.- --1--__..j,__--1-- -+---
greas .............. -............... _ ..... , ........... 25 .... 3 ......... x ... . 
·------- ----+-----.... 2 ...... .... .... ............ i - --1-- -+-- -+-~ 
1 X 
7d 81 happiness . ~p.pyn.~.IHI .................................... _ ..... 5..0.. ..J . ...-. . ---1!----+-- ----+- -t - -.---.1 
-------- - --.J-1----+- -+-- -1-------1---J--
.... ? ....... _ .. .. ... . x .. .. ...___._._ 
1 X 
7d 69 hoarse .horse ............. -.............. -...................... 3..3. ..... /.+.. ....... ·- -+---+--f .... JC ..... ..................... . 
. hours=e=->--- - ----tl6 ...... .3. ....... ·--l------<1- ---+- -1 .... X - ....... .. 
______ ............... .... 2 ..... . ---J1----½-- --1-· ... x .... 
1 ..,. 
7d 85 hygiene .hY"i~n!i! _______ .10 .. ... 4 .. -1----1-- .+--- ~ 
... 3 ...... .. ... x ....... -..................... _ ........ ... ..........,1--~ 
--- - - ------l~- .. f.___~--l-- .+-- 1-----+- -f·: .... 
7d 94 increase ... :inQ.r.§.i.~-s _ ___ ...... . 2.5 ... .... l.!':t,. .  --1- --1-- ..f - --11----+- -+--
- --+--- ···J _ _ _ . .... x ... - ....................... .. 
2 
.1 X 
Note: ln the clnssifict!.tion of errors by qun.rtile of spelling scores, the 
types ·of error most prominent in each qunrtii e are checked, providing errors 
occur,. 
Test Words 
7d 89 instruction 
7d 81 invitation 
7d 88 kerosene 
7d 82 leak 
7d 85 literary 
7d 74 magazine 
7d 90 memory 
7d 95 minor 
7d 95 native 
7d 88 northern 
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
C0Dr1on llisspellings Classification of Errors 
Errors 

















§ ;j 0 
•r-l 11) 
+> a ;::$ (,) 
+> •r-1 ::I •r-t +> +> a, (l) 
(I) C: u .g 0 (/) ..c: ·g 1/) 0. 
n- - ---- ----1----1i---=2f--l----+- +---+ .. .x..------f-· 
1 X 
.inva.tatio,...,._n ___ _ 3.3._ . .!=.'" --1--+-- -...--11-----1,- -+---1 
. .inv.it.a.shl..nn l.O_ -3--1....._---i---.~·i-- -+---1,--
1.- --------+---11-'-1-- -1----+- --1 ... A.-+----- ~ 
1 ... 
:Ia\r..Q.s.ine _ _ _ _ _ ..... .l.O.. ·: .... _~---.---1- -+-- -t-------
--'---l-----+- --1 .... X ---1---+----1 
,,.._ ________ _._ _ ? .....__ ......__. ····- ·- ... :X .•.. f--......f-- 1 
··1 X 
~le_e--'k-"--- ------1-"'2=5- . 4. ..... - -- .. -1---..1----i-- -J.--·+ 
.. le.a.0.1,---------I.J.,4,. 1 ···• ·-1--~l----l 
H--- --------+---1---·~-i----- .-..x..".i..---t-- 4----1 
1 V 
J.Q..tr.~!"-.Yr _ _ ___ _..l.Q_ - ~'·.__J~--l--- 1-----+-- 4-~ - 4 
----·-------11----...... 3. ....... ... x .. 
,1-- ------ - ----··-'...J--- ------4.- --1--::X'--'-_ --+---1-
l _x_ 
.magi.z.ine ....... ___ ............. SQ.. ..... 4--1- -J-.-+---1f---+- --+---f 
... - ... ... 3 ....... .....__..__ ~ ...... x.~_..-
11-----------+------·2,,... ----- - · 
1 X 
mQme..rY- ------1· 3.3 .. ... 4:......-1.----+--- - 1--_.. _ _._---s-
,-----~------+----11··-3. ...... 1----1-- 4-- .......__....TJ---t-----l 
---'--------+------- -2 -1-- +---· ................... .X.1----1,- --+ 
1 'Ir' 
.min~;r ___ ......... -...................... 2.5 .... ·.·.·4.-3_ ..... --1 ... _ __ .___. 
-· - ................. X ·-··l f---t----1 
......................................... ---- --..Jl-... 2 ....... .... ....... . .. .X ..... 1----4---1 
1 X 
.na=t=ee..:=e'------- --+ 8 ... -l. -1-_ .....___._ _ ___ +--_ __ 1 
~ --------·· ·-··-··· .. 3- ~__._- -1- _ _._ _ _ _ 
~2~ --l----11------+--- -+-- l----+-....x 
1 .,,. 
.. P.J?.;r.t.h~..n~--···--··········· ...... . 5.5 ... ... 4.____.1-..__.__ ... _-...Jl---__.__ -4----4 
11-- -------···-·-······ ......... .. .... 3. .......... x ..... ·········· .............. ........... .. 1- -+- ~ 
.... ................. ····----········ .. ···· .......... .... 2 ............ x ... 1----1-- +--- +-----+--¼ 
1 X 
~ote: [n the cl~ssific~tion of errors by quortile of spelling scores, the 
types · of error most prominent in en.ch qunrtile are checked, providing errors 
occur. 
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
Test Words CoDOon Misspellings Cln.ssificntion of Errors 
Cf) t/) ll) 
Q) 
e +> 0 C: 0 C) 






ll) •r-i a, 
0) § +:> § 0 s:: 0 ';j 0 
:;:j 0 .... •r-i +:> •r-1 ·r-i +> Cl) •rl .;.l Cl) H J.i .;.l (l) (1) 
Cl) 0 (l) 0) c:: 0 
"E! {/) .g 0 (/) & s:: ..c:: ·g 0 •r-t •r-i 0) 0. 
7d 70 occupation ... Q.C.JJpAt. i.Qn .. ..3.3 .. 4 
3 X .............. 
2 X 
1 X 
7d 61 original .. f:. -orl1'inal . .ZQ 
.:Q!J..gg.~.1----- -+-l.5 ... 3._._ ...... .:x: ............. -1- -.1------1---
i.- ------·--+---ll· ... -2 ........... ____.,.__. .... _ ....... ..... X.-4--------l~ 
l .,,. 
7d 95 perfume .. Pwfum=e'--____ _.. .. 3.3. .... k---li--+-4--~~--4--
u-- ------- -+---41··- .3~----- ......... ..x. .. ··i--+- -1-
_? _ _ _ --+- -+-~ ........ f-- f---- 1 .................... ·1 
V 
7d 82 positive 11--..:n-=-o=s=s=it.:;.:i:..;v:..;:e:;.__.. ____ ---+'s"-"'io .•. __ ./.....,. --1'---+--+---l~-4---+--
1 -----------+--.. J-_ ..... _.x __ --1--""-~-
11--- ------···· .. ··· .......... .... 2 .. L .. 1----+--+--+---i 
1 
7d 88 pretend -~-r.,~t-=-in=· :::--'------1.lO. _ _ '·--- ~---+- -'--- --'-----1~~ 
---- ____ __._ ....... J '---.---- ---+------lf---+----1 
11--- --------+---+ .. ·--?----+---+- -t-- -+--
l T 
1a 90 profit .. profet ................................... ............ 4Q . .... 4 . ........-t- -+----'l---+- -+---- -1----+ 
........... ...................... .......... .. . .3~1---+--+--_...,.· .... x .... 1----+-~· 
................................ --------··· Z......... . .... x. ... i---+- ~ 
1 X 
7d 74 quantity .. 9..~~Jtv.: 38,....__ l. ..+-- 4---J-- ......f-- -4----lf-----f. --------i-----11:::: ..... 1 --1--=xc...+----1 - - - +---+- --1 
.............. 2. ..... '-!; .... . ............ ............. 1----i--
1 X 
7d 90 relation .. relashion ..... 10 ..... 4 ........ ........................ .f...-.......+- ~..........J. 
----+--·· .... -<.......1 -~--t ·········· .............. ··········· ··········· 
---____ , .............. 2.. .................. . i.........~- ...J. .... X ... _ ...... .. . 
1 T 
7d 92 resign . rez-,ion ---············· .l.6...... 4 -...jl---......f...- -----½- - ······ ..·· ............. .. 
3.-- ----·-----+----tt···J ......... ~--!-- --+-- ~........J .. .. .x ............. .. 
---- - -- 2 .... .x. ... ·········· ... I 
7d 86 saorifioe ... sa.c.r.tii.'.ic .. e. ........... ............................ 24.. . .. 4---1.-.-...- -----4--- ~ .. .... ;x ............. . 
.. sar.if.ic.e ..... ................................ .l.2. ..... 3. ....... ----.- '---+- ...J .... x .............. . 
............................ __ .................... , ........................ .... x ...... i .... .. 
Note: In the classific~tion of errors by qu.:.rtile of spelling scores, the 





"' t (l) 0 -g 0 
cE 
7d 90 seldom 
7d 70 signature 
7d 92 sole 
7 c 8 2 strength 
7d 88 suggest 
7d 84 tackle 
7d 80 topic 
7d 95 undertake 
7d 85 violin 
7d 95 worship 
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Sl.MiARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
Conn.on llisspellings Classific~tion of Errors 
O'J (I) (I) 
(l) § ;:I 0 0 
i:: (I) (I) •rl Q) 
C) Cl) § § J.i 0 i:: 0 ;:I 0 
:::I 0 .,-j •rl •rl n •rl (I) •rl .+,) n 
C) (I) S-t +> (l) (!) 
C) (/) (!) (l) Cl) i:: c.> 
Errors 0 ·a (/J .g 0 (I) & i:: .i::: ·g 0 •rl •rl (I) 0.. 
.. s eldem.. .... _. __ ........... ·-··-··-............. 2.5.1-:::4---i- --+---+--+---1~-+---
3 X 
2 X 
. 1 X 
... signiture ___ _ _..1!5. ..... !+:L--4--_.1--~- _,__~ .... ~ - ~ -1 
K- --~ -----+---4-·---1..._ ___ i..-----1-- -+--.A.- -~ ·--
11 - -------- -+---1-····-2 -1--_l--~- -1--..A.-'V' '-- 1-----1 
1 "r 
... ~.QJ.l .. l ... ------~J3.0. -j~-~-<~~-- ~-
=----~--4-- ........ :X .. -1------•· 
1-- -------_.....- ·-·-' --- --t·······--·· _ .. .X.. .. 1------1-- 1 
1 .,.. 
.. ~.tr.~:n.~fi _____ •_3,0.-~!L..-+-.o---'-- +----<i---4-- -+-- • 
·-·ru.~gh .20. - ·"'1--l~ ~ - +-.Ao"'"-·--- - -
,~ - --------+---+···~~~--1--1---. .... x._.._ __ ..., 
1 ... 
....w,ic.~;t~t"----'------1··3..5. ... .4.-···+----1---1----1---1------1- __,. 
... .3.._.... _ .... X .. 1----+- -+--- -+-----i- -1 
,.,_ _ ___ _ ______ _ .2._ ..... _ .. .x. .. 1--....-&-- J---l---
l -
.. :P.~kJ,JL ..................................................... .3.0 .... -4 ~ - -i-- f--~- -+-- _+-_--f_ · ..
.. tackel ......... ---··-···· .. ·· 2.5 .. _3 .... -.. .. -X ... ~-- - - +------+- -1 
-----··-...... ·-······· .......... ..... Z___,_ __ • ··-~ ····•- -t-- -+------1 
1 X 
.t .o.p.e.c-k ___ ········-·-····-··· ·. 8. -. 4 ... ·····........f- 4--- J-----t-- -+----1 
----- ---~ - -1 ---1--_ 4--___ ____ J-.J,.'V' 
········-··-·········---- .-? -1--- .J..-.. ........... _ .. ······ ··-·-1- -----4- --4 
1 X 
····························-············ ·· ················· ............ 4 ...... .. 
--- - --- - -+- -ll-··_1..£..........J-- -1----4-- -l-- -+--
---· ... - ..................................... .... 2 ....... .... --lf-----f-- ---1--
1 
. v..ol.in. . ........ ....................................... . .25.. . .. 4....... .. .. .x... ........ . ............. . ....... .. 4 _ ___,_ __ , 
rl--- --------+--- ··3 .. ...... . -.. x ... i-....~ - ....J-- +-----J- --1 
--- ---- - - ···2_ ...... .. -.x .... 1----1-- - - --- -1 1 .,,. 
.. war.ship _____ ....... ..50 ..... 4.~f----+-- , __ ...J.-~1----
---···········-················· ····· ··--····  ... J ........ ·-······-··'----4-----'····X .... ........... . 
... ... .................. ............. .................. ... ....... :···~·····t ........... , .. ........ ~···· ·•······ .. X .... . ~--t--- T--4 
Note: In the cla~sific~tion of errors by quc.rtile of spelling scores, the 
types · of error most prominent in en.ch qunrtilc are checked, providing errors 
occur. 
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS SHEET -·· 
Test Words ConEOn Misspellings Classification af Errors -
II) U) rn 
ID § =' e +> t) 0 C: Ill •r-1 (l) 0 I!) a i 0 (I) (!) C: 0 :;:1 (,) t !-;:1 C •r-1 •rl +> •r-4 ::t •r-f 1! fl.I •r-f +I 0 0 fl.I +> (!) 
0 0 Cl) (!) (l) 0, 0 
0 ·g -~ .g 0 fl.I Errors & -a ·g 0 •r-f V) 
8d 70 absurd ... ab.sur.h .. 40 .. 4 . .................. 
.. abserd ... . .20 3 ·-···~---· v .... 
2 - .. .X--- _, .. , .... -,. ···-·-··· 
1 x_ 
8d 85 achievement .J\9..hi.~m~n:t 1 8. .... 4 
1 ... - -
............. --···········-··· .. 2 ... , _ _ .,.. 
l T 
8d 88 adopt .. rulo.bt .12. :1 .... _,.X.... 
? .. ___ x .... 
1 X 
8d 82 alfalf a a l al£a 12 _4 
.. ~Pb~l.PM lQ -.3..-. .-1 .. 
.... 2 _x_, 
1 X 
8d 68 annoyance ...aml,O.i.ae.n.c..e. .40. J. 
.. .anoyanae. .15. . __ .3. ---X·-· ····- ···· 
_? .. ... :x. ······- ·· . 
1 y 
Sd 85 appliance _aplyance .lQ. ... 4 -- ••• 1....... ·· - -· -
····-········-~---·-·· ······ .. 
v __ ,
.... 2 ....... ...........•. -... .x. ... , 
T 
8d 80 approximate .~p.p.r.9.ximent .. 12 .. __ It, .. .. ··-··-··· . 
.. 1 ____ x ... 
... ? ............. --.. X. ... 
l X 
Sc! 64 a s sociation .. a ssooation . .1.5. .. l. ·- -···-·-. 
.. ~.H..9.§.9.iQ.t.io.n .. 10 .. ·:::, .._x _ .. -···-····· 
.. a.e . .s.io.at.i .o.n ..... 8 .. ... ? ..-X .... 
l T 
8d 88 available .anlable. ~.Q .. ___ 4 ... 
... 3 .. ..... ..... x ... -·-······ 
........ -- ... 2 ______ .... .x. ... 
1 y 
8d 78 br eadth br eath .7.6. .. l .......•..... .. 
...... ································ ·-··  ·····-···· ···},··  ..... X .. . ............ 
.... ... .. ····-·-· ..... x ... 
' 1 I .,.. 
: [n the cln.ssification of errors b um-tile of s llin scores Note Y q pe g , the 
types .of error most prominent in each quartile are checked, providing errors 
occur. 
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS SHEET .. 
Test Words Common Misspellings Classification of Errors 
i 0) Cl) Cl) 
G) 8 ;::1 e ..., 0 0 s:: D') •l"'I i 0 Cl) Cl) a +3 0 (I) Q) s:: 0 ;::1 -~ i t 0 """ •l"'I ..., •r-f +3 {/) .... +3 -g 0 0 fl] f-1 f-1 ..., C1) Q) 0 (.) 11) Q) Q) (I) s:: (.) 
0 ·g .§ t ,g 0 fl] & Errors & -a. ·g 0 .,-t II) 
8d 86 cancel ... c.a.ns.e.l. ....... ..A:O 4 
._.O.M.Q.e.ll .. .15 3 Y _ ......... 
2 ··-.,,. 




8d 90 ohores chours 10 l. --- - -······ __ 3 y 
_2 .,,. . --····· 
1 X 




8d ~5 compensat i on ~.mt •• • ._I. 
3 ... .. 
_2 
l ~-8d 8~ compromise compr omi ze .. -1.Q __ 4 -.... - ~ 
·························-·--· ···-······ _.1 ..... ............. ······--· 
... .2 .... - .......... .- ·-········· X 
1 X 
8d 72 congratulat ion ... congradttlat.ion 45 ..... 4 .. 
__ 1 
., , _________ ... ... , ....... ? .. X ...... ········-··· ···· ···-· .... .... 
1 X 
8d 66 consultation ... o..Qn.s.e.l:t.l.at.i.on ... -.. --·····- .SO. l. ... -····· ··-· · ·-·-- w . ~j ~--·-·-··· - ----···· 
.. •·········· .. 2 ....... ... X .... 
1 X 
8d 6C council .. counsel ········•·····•··· .. 4.0. ... 4 ····-··· ... 
.. 1 T . 
2 y ···--·····-·· -·-···· .. ·1 
'V 
8d 7C cucumber .... o.uc.omb.er. .. .. .3.8 . .. 4 ........... 
.... c.uc.c.umber .................... ... ........... .. 18 . .... 3.t .. ·· . . .X ...... ·······-·· 
.... ··········-···· ···· ·-······-··· ·····-·········· ········-···· ........... 2 ...... .X .. 
! 1 I :x: 
Note: In the classification of errors b uartile of s llin scores the yq pe g I 
types · of error most prominent in ench quartile are checked, providing errors 
occur. 
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
Test Words Cox:non llisspellings Classificntion of Errors 
(f.) (f.) 
8 0 
Cl) .... (l) 
II) § +> i c:: 0 (.) 
0 .... .... +> . ... ::I •r-1 (f.) .... +> 
Errors 
{I) +> Q) Q) 
l/) ID (l) Cl) C: 0 ·g l/) i; -g 0 {I) -~ ..c: ·g 0 .... {I) 0. 
Sci. 95 defense ...... def.ena.e ................ ···· ---a.BO ... ···-c'-; - -1 
,i.--- -------..---11i-=2c.......i---4---4---1-·'X·- ·t-----+--1 
. l T .. 
' 8d 90 descriptive , ... Jii§.O.r.iptu..e...__ _ _ __..7.5. ... .. J.; ..  '-. c.......1---..-- ...___i-:--_ _ _ _ 
. __ _ _ ____ __,,.--1-·--- ..... 3."--~-'-- -4--'----11---+--
11--- -- ------4--- ·-·-' -1-----l---4-- --l ···Jt. ..... --······· ··········· 
1 .... 
8d'1 70 diameter ._ ..di.emit.e-...._,. ____ _...,.1~.Q.. l ....._ . . +-_ _ 
.... diamat. ,,,,.. 15.. . .... 3 .. ..,l! ............ - --t------1-
.... 
11---...,-..---------+----· .. 1 
y 
8d 88 distribute .... di.strubute'---_ _ __ 11... . .. L.~ .. ..-..j- -1-- +-~~ -+- --+--• 
11---- ------- --+-~ ....,1,.__~~ - --'--~ ···.X..- -- -··- ,-·--·· 
2 .Jl-...--1-- --+---f 
1 
8d 82 elaborate JWi.:b..erf!,t_e, ___ --13.fL __1._-+---1- -+---1~- - -·- ··-··-· 
1 -- ---------f---............ 3.---11--~- .J--~ .... .x .............................. . 
ll,- ----------··---2 -4--- -1--~- --1···-X····· ........................ . 
1 x_ 
8d 88 enamel .. -'e=n=e-=ma=l ____ ............ . 12 ... . . .!,.-~-~--1-- - - +------1- -1. 
'Ir- ·-- - · ... J .............. _......._ ·······················'-·········--- 'Y" 
2 .... . _ _ _ ........ x .... ............ . 
1 T 
8d 68 essential .. esen:h al..._ __ ................... ~2 ... . 4 ........ .x .... . 
---------1-----a .... 3. ....... .... x_ .. _____ _.__ ~---4 
...... .. .2 ........ .. .. X .... . . ......................... ----· 
1 T 
8d 75 exhausted ... e:xa uste<l..... ..... ............. ..... . .... 6Q.... . ... 4 ........... x ...... .....___.__ ._a___ ,____ 
IJ·-- -~------i---- ... J-----1- --1 .... x ... ...__..... _ __.__ 
--- ........................... ······ .......... .... 2 .......... x .... . 
1 'Y 
8d 70 financial ... fin~o..ia--l ___ ........ .... 13 .... .... k._ .~ -+_ ...,_........,._ -+-----,...._--1 
ll---- --------¼-----tt--·J .. ...... .. X ..... .. - t------4- --+- +----_..j 
2 ----------lr--.. -lt··1 ... :x: ................ -f-----'f 
X 
~a ~u gracious ..... 15~~.~.f?US ...... ~IL . ... 4 ........ ~x-+- -1---_.j _ ___ _ 
........... _................... ... .................... .... ............ ........... . . .3 ......... .. X ...... .......... . 
=2- 1----~ - ..J....-,---I 'Y-+------t- -+ 
. l X 
Note: In the clnssificdion of errors by qu~tile of spelling scores , the 
types · of error most proninent in eo.ch qu.n.rtilo are checked, providing errors 
occur. 
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
Test Wards Car.non llisspellings Clussificntion of Errors 
er., (I) Cl) 
Q) 8 ::I 0 0 
Errors 
C: Cl) ·n (!) 
0 II) § +> i (!) C: 0 ;:s 0 
:;t 0 •n •n +> on •rl +> f/l •rl +> 
0 f Cl) i:,. J.t +> Q) (!) 0 Cl) (!) (l) 0) c:: 0 0 ·a ,g i; -§ 0 O') & ..c: ·g 0 •rl Cl) 0. 
8d 95 herewit h .... he.ar:w.i.t,......_li _ __ ........ 40 ... ..... ~_...._ ..... 
X 
IJ- --------1-----·  2 ..... ··- -+----lf---+---1 .. . '-!; ....... _.- .. 
1 X 
8d 76 industrial ..... m!iJ.1.§.t.r.~, ...._ __ -1,1,?a.11. . ,....4. ...... .... X ... 1---+- -+-- ..J.----li----l 
__ in.du.st,. -l ", :.L.1.~----41.7_ .... 3 .. ___ ... J'T-+-+-~ i---+- -+--
----- ---+---ll .. ····2 _ _____ ______ _ ..A.--- -+-- l---1 
1 .,,. 
8d 78 intiI?Rte 
it-- -- - - - ---+-, -R_-+.=J,:;.._-+--,1---+-- -+-··•-llr-+---+- -¼ 
_in.t.ime.n:t r-....,.....~-- ·-9.... - ·-' - - -...... .. .......... . ..:x; ...... ....................... . 
] .,,. 
8d 95 justify u......--- ---11..r.', 0.... . .. 4.'--11---+--+-- i----t- -+--i ..... j:u.s.t.llierl 
___ 4---4 ..... -1 ........ __ -.f-_ ___ ...,. _~ ... .. - -·· 
- -------,.- - - -4----·-·=2.-_ _..,___ .. .,. ..... .,.. ____ -+---I 
1 X 
Bd 70 :management IJ-l-1.11a,1,-·-a1·-~-;m·.tW.--,+,i..:._.~---F=1c:::2.U;n _  ·--4 .... - ·-·· ······ ··-···-·+----'~-- ~--
_ __ ....,,, .......................... ······  .. .3 .... .x .... _ _.,._ -+-- ~--1- -1 
·~ - - - · - -----+- 4 ·-.2. ....... ... .x. .... &..---1-- ...1-- 4--- · 
1 T 
8d 90 membership menbership ......... . . .. .. l?.. ...... 4......--J- -+--+- +---+- +__ ... 
.... me.nb .. or.sh i p ...... . 10 ...... .3 ....... ... x .... --1----------lf-----+--
----+---ll---· 2 ......... .x. .... 1-------4--- +--- t ........ ..... ·-··-·· 
1 'T 
8d 78 navigable .... na.va.g.ib, .. Je...__ _ _ 25.. ... .... 4. ............. ____. 
... 1 X 
.. ...... .... 2 ........ ...................... ...... A . ... . 
] X 
8d 8Z organization ... or.:gin.iu.:tiQn ........... .. .. .. .. ..... 2.7._ ...... 4. ........ ..................... ·-·1----- - -
.... organaz.t.ion ............................... ~S.... . . ..3. .......... 1----+-~- ~ ... ;x; ...... .... . 
.. , ....... .. ...... - .................. ·-----1 ... 2 ..... .. ................... ........... ...... ... .x. ...... ............. ....... .. . 
1 y 
8d 85 personality . . per.s.onalty.............. .. ......... 12.5... . ... 4 ........... .x..... .. ........ . 
.............. _ ......... ------- ... 3 ........ ... x .... J----+-- -+-- ~ - - -1 
----i~ --ll--=2'--_ -.+- -+-----f.-........... _ -1---~ 
1 X 
8d 90 population ..... po.p.le..ti.on. . .............................. 16.... . .. !,.=. --1- --+-- -1 - -1------1-
·--- ............. .. ......... . .. - -f-----11···1 ....... ... x .... ... ........cl-----.J-.- -1-- 1 
.. ....................................................... . .. ........ . x ._ .. , ........... , .. .. 
Note: In the cl4ssificc.tion of errors by qu:-..rtile of spelling scores, the 
types ·of ~rror most proninent in ench qunrtilo are checked, providing errors 
occur. 
Test Words 






8d 85 preparation 
8d 90 procure 
8d 85 proof" 
8d 95 provoke 
8d 86 reasonable 
8d 82 referred 
8d 95 religion 
8d i45 reservoir 
8d 68 rheumatism 
8d 88 satisfactory 
60 
St.JWJ:ARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
Cor.non llisspellings Classification af Errors 
Cl) ()') ()') 
Q) 8 ::! () 0 
C: 2 0) .,; Q) C> II) § +> § J.. (l) C: 0 :;::! () g 0 .,; •n ..., •r-4 ::t •r-1 ..., ()') •r-1 +> 
0 !/) J.. M ..., (l) (!) 
0 ti) (!) CD 0) C: 0 
0 ·a !/) E: .g 0 Ill Errors & ..c: ·a 0 .,; .,; II) 0. 
.... p.r:e.p.~.r..at.iQn ................ .6.3 ... 4 T ········ . ··-········ ··-··· .. ···-3 X 
·- -------------1~2,..__l--__._- -+---I ..,.-r~i....--..--1 
1 X 
.... pr.aqur,e, _____ ...,1..,."4.. ___ 4...._ _ _ _ -._.....,__..._,~1----1 
It-- - ------ _.__..,. _1L..-+-~--4--+-·..,ll...-'---..J.-
lt---------- --- ..,.?........_1----+-+---t-A-.... __ 1---4 
l T 
.... -<=-nruf=-'e;;.._ ____ -Jl.2.. . l. 
.. pr.O.:"'".iu:z.. .. ______ ~,1..un._ .• ..3"'---1--+---- 1--- -.--+..X ........... . . 
_ .proff l.Q._ -·~ .•.•. ,·---·· .x _. _ ..... . 
1 T 
....  -<=-or.::...ov.:.:k=--------1  s .. .... . l.""-.....___..,___.. _ _.__...,____,1---t 
n-----------+----... 3... ........ lC.,1--~----- ..-1-....j 
n-- --------+----·"·~'--l-----+-4--1----+ .. -·-- ·---· 
1 T 
w:.e.1H2mb.lf>.._,. ____ ,.,~ .. 6._ ._,,...,_-+---1--+--¼----t---+---1-
'l----- - --------+-- .... -3.. ..... .. ... .x .... f--+- -+--- +-----ll-----1 
,.._ _____ ----- ........ 2 ...... .. x ............. _.__..,_-.... - ..... ......... . 
1 
.... r.e..f..er.e.d.---· .......... J IB .... ... 4----1e----J-..- -1----+- ~-+-~ 
.......... .............................. ................... -........ ····- .. ... 3 ...... .x. .... 1-----J...- -+-- +--- 4 
........ ....................... ........... ............ ___ ............ .... Z. ........ .. x ..... ·-~ -i--- -1----1 
1 .... 
... r..~litin, ___ _ _ _,.,?;.5 ..... .... 4. .......... JC ... _ ...,_____. - ---t- -+---1 
.................. _ ..... -----+- --11 .. J .......... x-.. -i-------1--- ....-- -+-----1f-----1 
____ ........... ............ ... .... 2 .. .. X ... .. 
l 
.. r .e.se.v.o.r ......... .. : ................... ....... ao ... ...  ~··-· ·: · .. ···1-----1---- - - 1-... -.... .... ..... ... . 
--- ------t ··-······ .... 2. ........... -.11,-..J-------I-- ~ 
1 T 
. rhumetism ................................. 23 ._ . . 4~1----+-- -1-----+- , - --1-- --1 
~ - --------t-----it· .. 3 .. ............... ....... -......... X. .. 1-----t-- -½---' 
- ---f-...JI-.. } ..... .. ......... 1---...+--....,._.T.,._ 1-...........,l--------'T 
::: ~tif'actocy .... . ·--··~~·:::  .. ·~·:: : .. t :::: · ~;_·~:: ..... ·--_ .... __, .... .....__ ...... 
.................. ............................ .... .................. ... ····  .... ?. ......... x. ..... .. .... ... + ... ·~--4----+-............ 
. 1 ' .,,. 
Note: In the classific~tion of errors by quc.rtile of spelling scores, the 










8d 95 selection 
8d 82 sheriff 
8d 80 specially 
8d 72 stubborn 
8d 70 sympathize 
8d 78 tournrunent 
8d 75 trolley 
8d 78 universal 
8d 86 victim 
8d 74 warrant 
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS SHEET 
Coramon Misspellings Cln.ssificntion of Errors 
II) Cl) 
8 0 
II) •.-f (l) 
II) § +l a s::: 0 0 
0 •r-1 •r-1 ,+) •r-1 
•r-1 -+,) en •r-1 +I 
Errors 
{/) M M +I Q) (!) 
ti) (!) G) (/) C: 0 ·a (/) .g 0 (/) -~ ..c ·a 0 •rl (/) 0. 
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11-- --------+----11-·2 ···-- ... X ...... r.----+- -+-- -+-~~-l 
1 X 
lt-- ----- ---1--~-.J - ·-··----···!-- - -1-- 4--l---t--
- ---------1-----1~··-2 ....... ··········· ....... . L----'-- --1 .. .. x ... 
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1 ... 
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~ ----- ----t--------1-... 3. _ _ -+- -+-- 1--.--=x=--1 
----- ----'f·········· ···'---- _ .___~- ~ ... Jt. .... ...... -··· . 
1 x_ 
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... 3 ... X ···--- - - +--- -1-
--------+-- ··· 2 .................. 1------4-- --l ••..x. .•... i----f------4 
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... tro11',,,. . v.,._ ____ ······· SQ .. .. .. 4 ........ ... X ...... 1---- -' 
······························-·····----....._- . .3 - x_ ............. 1----~- ---
---··········· ·····- ········  .. ·-·· -.2 .......... x ......... ·-···· 
] T 
... wiv.~.r.s.al.._ ...... ... -··--· ............. !1.0 ... .. ... 4. ........ ····-····· - 1-----+- ·· ············ ··-······· 
11---~------1-------11-··.J. ........ .. X ..... 1-----t--- ---1 .......... _ .. ............. ···-- -· 
.. 2 ........... .....-jf---- -- +-..._T ... -······· ·· ·- ··- ... . 
1 '.IC 
.. viotom ................. ----- 25 ........ 4 ....... ·····-···· ....... _.1---......i...- ~ - l 
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Note: In the classificction of errors by quartil e of spelling scores, the 
types · of error most prominent in en.ch qunrtile are checked., providing errors 
occur., 
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1 The Summary Analysis Sheet reveals the relation of spelling 
errors to the pupil's spelling achieven\ent, the characteristics of the 
common misspelling, the frequenoe and the variation of the per cent of 
spelling errors of each word. In consideration of these factors on the 
Summary Analysis Sheet, the first heading, Test, is divided into two 
subheads: Grade Form, and Percent Correct. The subhead grades indicate 
the grade to which the word was pronounced, and Form referrs to the form 
of test administered. For example 2d stands for second grade, Test D. 
The percentage correct is the percent of pupils who spelled correctly 
that particular word. The next column: Wards, are the word of each 
test arranged alphabetically by grades. Under common misspellings the 
types of the prominent errors and the percentage of occurence is listed. 
For example, if' a word had seventy-five misspellings and twenty-five 
were due to a certain type of error, the percentage of occurrence would 
be 33 1/3. Finally, under the Classification of Errors, the type of 
error prominent in each quartile, which is represented by corresponding 
numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, is indicated by x. However, unless the character-
istics were prominent for a definite type, no x was tabulated. 
The analysis of the common misspelling definitely shows that 
each word has its own peculiar misspelling. The percentage of occurr-
ence of a common misspelling or misspellings will vary greatly with the 
different words. While the errors do have some common characteristics, 
1. Page 26. 
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it is evident that generalizations cannot be drawn that will hold 
for all types of words. Rather each word with its own peculiari -
ties furnish the information necessary for the mastery of that word. 
For this reason as will be pointed out later, learning in spelling 
is more an individual process than the learning in most of the other 
school subjects. 
In spellmg the pupil forms certain definite patterns of 
words. These word forms may be due to various habits and attitudes 
associated with the learning process. The very nature of the indi-
vidual pupil will enter into the cause of the spelling diff icul ties . 
The spelling ability of the mdividual varies as to this, native equip-
ment factors for learning, age, sex, nationality and previous training. 
It must be realized that all individuals are different but also possess 
common likenesses. It can be seen, then, that group instruction is 
necessary and when differences deviate from general likenesses with 
both the individual and the words, the problem of individual differences 
arises. 
However, it has not been the writer's purpose in this investi-
gation to go mto the causes of spelling errors in order to furnish 
an individual with facts to help make generalizations possible in learn-
ing to spell each word. Since each individual makes his own response 
to the st:ilIJ.ulus of the word form., it is necessary that the genttralixa-
tion be made in the light of the type of error that confronts him. 
Tho peculiarities of the 350 words shown herein on the Summary 
.Analysis Sheet, should be helpful in:f'orma.tion to a teacher of 
spelling. For example, note on the Summary Analysis Sheet, page 
30 for the word "making", 3d. The misspelling of making is due 
to the insertion of the letter "e". With knmvledge of this common 
difficulty the pupil may eliminate his errors more efficiently, 
providing this error was not due to one of the many errors of the 
other forty-two percent. 
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For further consideration, v~rds vrith a high percentage score 
of correct spelling, indicate few errors and consequently smal l 
sampling. This accounts for the high percent of occurrence f or more 
misspelling. It will be noted that the difficulty is encountered both 
when the words are too easy and too difficult. This certainly reveals 
the necessity for having words properly placed to meet the need of 
the individual as to utility spelling difficulty, and comprehension of 
the word • .A'Jl examination of the Summary .Analysis ~heet will sub-
stantiate this problem with few exceptions, such as 5d, "truly", on 
page 43, while the word's percent of correct spelling is only 51. 
Seventy-three percent of the errors are due to the misspelling of 
"truly" by the insertion of "e" as truely. .Another example is the word, 
separate. page 48, 6d, where the word is missp~lled by substitution of 
the letter "e" for 11a 11 ., as separate, which showed a sixty-three percent 
of misspelling and 77 percent correct spelling. In the case of 5d, the 
two commonest misspellings make up fifty percent of the errors while 
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the other fifty percent is made up of many misspellings, as soppsed, 
sopesed, suppes, souppesd, supesed, surposed, spoused, and others. 
Careful oonsiderationwill show that the best spellers who made up the 
upper quartile make more common errors than do the poorer spellers in 
the lower quartile. Table A. shows the distribution of the errors 
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4 4 3 1 
3 8 10 2 5 
2 8 16 3 13 2 
1 2 1 1 7 6 21 
5 4 6 
3 20 5 3 3 4 
2 18 6 3 9 16 
1 11 3 1 6 17 15 
There is a relatively large number of miscellaneous errors for the 
poor speller and only an insufficient number to record for the better 
speller. The characteristics of the errors of the better spellers 
suggest that they generalize more than do the poor spellers. 
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The most important part of this study is the evidence con-
cerning the oharacteristios of errors in spelling of the 350 words. 
The uses to which this data me..y be put are so obvious as 
scarcely needs comment. The list of most common errors enables the 
teacher or a pupil to make an analysis of spelling difficulties in 
order to help the pupil to center his attention where most needed to 
eliminate the errors. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY .M1D CONCLUSION 
This investigation of the spelling difficulties in the elem-
entary grades has furnished information directly concerned with the 
problem of this thesis. There is a definite relation between the 
types of spell:ing errors and pupil achievement. Every wn rd has its 
own varied peouliarities and the proper grade placement of~ v,ord has 
a definite bearing on the type of errors. 
The words of the test with approximately 150 spellings for 
each word were tabulated according to the types of errors in respect 
to spelling scores. The percentabe of correct spelling of each word 
and the percentage of prominent errors were computed. This informa-
tion was transferred to a Sumrrary Analysis Sheet which obviously pre-
sents sufficient evidence to warrant the following conclusions: 
1. The analysis of the common misspellings does not reveal a 
generalization that will hold for all words. Rather each word has its 
own spelling peculiarities. The information as shovm in the Summary 
,Analysis Sheet should be helpful to teachers in eliminating, more 
efficiently, specific spelling errors. 
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2. The percentage of oorreot spellings of each word is a 
measure in determining the placement of the word. Words which are 
too difficult for the grade will cause more miscellaneous types of 
errors than those properly placed. This faotor alone in this study 
should encourage the use of a better selected list of words properly 
placed to meet the needs of the individual. 
3. The evidence of definite relationship between the type of 
errors and the aohievement in spelling lies in the fact that the 
errors of the pupils in the upper fourth best spellers were due more 
to generalizations than were the errors of poor spellers in the 
lmver fourth. 
4. Furthermore. the subjective observations would suggest 
that each individual word has its varied peculiarities of misspell-
ing and eaoh student has his individual peculiar response to the 
stimulus of the correct form of t he word. Thus it can be seen that 
there are many aspects to be oonsidered when we attempt to say why 
a certain error in a word was made which involves the individual as 
well as the word. 
The magnitude of this problem warrants a more extensive study 
than any one individual could investigate. In order to determine what 
words pupils should learn to spell of the oommon misspellings of each 






For some time I have been particularly interested 
in the field of spelling in the elementary grades, and I 
wish to make an intensive stuey of the common errors IIE.de 
in this subject. 
In order to complete this study suocessful ly, I 
solicit your cooperation and interest. If you are willing 
to permit your sohool to participate in this investigation, 
I will send you full instructions and material . There will 
be but little time required from each school and it will be 
of such nature as to cause little interference with the 
regular work or the teacher and pupils. A list of words, 
carefully prepared into a fair sampling test is to be pro-
nounced during the regular spelling period or at any other 
time more convenient for the teacher. 
Your willingness t o participate will be appreciated. 
May I hear from you at your earliest convenience by return-
ing the enclosed postal card. 
Yours very truly, 
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EXHIBIT II 
We are willing to participate Yes____ No ___ • 
Our approximate enrollment £or each grade is as follows: 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th ---- ---- ---- ----






Your response of willingness to cooperate in this spelling study 
is appreciated. 
The enclosed tests are representative of the year's work in 
spelling for each grade. Each test is a fair sampling of 3500 basic 
words. The test may serve as a final measure of the pupil's spelling 
ability for this year. 
The spelling blanks are sent under separate cover. For your con-
venience, forms are enclosed for recording pupil's scores for your 
records. 
I am interested in collecting all tests to compile the norms and 
to make further study of the spelling difficulties of the elementary 
grades. 
DIRECTIONS FOO ADMINISTERING TESTS 
1. Distribute spelling blanks and have pupils carefully fill in 
heading COMPLETE. 
2. Teacher pronounces each word once, then if teacher feels that 
there is any question of' meaning or enunciation she may use 
word in a sentence, then pronounce word again as final. {Avoid 
pupils questioning and pronounce vrords as rapidly as all pupils 
can write) 
3. Collect papers, UNLESS pupils aid in checking papers in such 
grades where ability permits. Then exchange papers clockwise 
and teacher spells each word for correction. Now collect 
papers UNLESS there is a reoheck--papers are returned to owner, 
pencils on desk, and teacher respells words to disoover e.ny 
errors. If errors are found pupil raises his hand and teacher 
checks the error. 
4. Teacher records scores for the school record, then tie all tests 
in a package labeled with name of school and grade. Please 
return the tests to the principal.. Thank you. 
c. P. Wetlauf'er 
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EXHIBIT IV 
SPELLING TEST FORM GRADE ------ -------
PUPIL GRADE --------------- ------
T <l'iN DIST. NO. AGE ---------- --- -----










































































Fourth Grade: Test D Fifth Grade: Test D 
action lose addition lead 
anybody mat although load 
band miles arrive meadow 
beet move banana nature 
biggest needed beast November 
bone oh berry owner 
building paying bonnet parties 
cattle pie broken person 
cherry pole cabbage pipe 
clock rather chalk plenty 
contest rock clear prairie 
crow safe comfort punish 
die seeing correct quiet 
dropped shape cruel raw 
empty sid8'valk delay roo +-er 
feel sky ditch sake 
fit snap dressed shine 
fork speak easier skate 
garage still envelope soil 
grew study failed spare 
hardly tear figure star 
hero tip forever stopped 
I'd tried fry supposed 
job waiting grain tsnder 
le.mp whip growth thread 




l adder whenever 
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Sixth Grade: Test D Seventh Grades Test D 
ache mighty accomodate instruction 
airport moral admission invitation 
army newspaper ample kerosene 
average onion approve leak 
belief palm attach literary 
brass: perhaps aware magazine 
butterfly polite behalf memory 
cast president brain minor 
chestnut promise capable native 
colunm purpose champion northern 
consider raisin cistern occupation 
county recite committee original 
damage represent conscious per fume 
demand ripe converse.ti on positive 
direct sale creamery pretend 
division scold curve profit 
dumb separate dentist quantity 
elbow shout director relation 
exactly sixty due resign 
failure soda endure sacrifice 
flash spill examine seldom 
fuel statement extend signature 
goal strain firm sole 
heap swimming French strength 
huge thirsty general suggest 
include training grease tackle 
January tmhappy happiness topic 
latter vegetable hoarse undertake 
linen western hygiene violin 
map world increase worship 
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EXHIBIT VI 
Tabulation Sheet - Grade 6 
Inversions Substitutions 
I I . 
v._t l~.'"":..V...t u--t· c.._.___ ,Al~ 
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